Jackadder Lake Reserve
Landscape Upgrade Consultation Report
Summary
The playground and exercise equipment at Jackadder Lake Reserve are due for renewal. As a part
of the design process, the City is engaging with the community to ensure any future improvements
that would be considered for the reserve can be incorporated into an overall landscape plan. This
will also take into account the new playground and exercise equipment.
The City mentioned some possible facility considerations for Jackadder that are either provided in
other, similar sized reserves, or would provide an environmental/maintenance benefit. The elements
highlighted for resident consideration included:






Formalised verge parking near the playground
Basketball and netball goal shooting area
Improvements to the main community picnic shelter
Widening of the primary circulation path around the lake
Habitat improvements including lake edge reed planting and tree planting throughout the
reserve
 Additional picnic facilities
 Provision of bird watching facilities
The public consultation process commenced 20 October 2021 and concluded 3 December 2021.
The initial 4-week duration was extended to 6 weeks given the large number of responses and
interest the City was receiving.
The following methods were used to engage the local community:





Signs on site
Letters to residents within 800m (2,480 letters sent)
Facebook posts on the City’s page
Project information page on the City’s website

The City received 357 survey submissions and 51 email submissions during the public comment
period, totalling over 400 responses.
In addition to the listed elements above, comments were also made by multiple residents regarding
the following aspects:







Lighting to path network
Fenced dog area and conflicts between dogs and wildlife
Native planting areas and areas for turtle nesting
Nesting box installation
Traffic issues and crossing to Woodlands Shopping Centre
Public art

In regards to feedback for the playground, the strongest comment was a desire for a more naturallooking playground. Residents like the shade coverage of the existing playground, but would like
more seats around the perimeter for parents. The most requested play elements were more swings
(26 comments), a flying fox (19), water play (18) and a large climbing structure (17).
The outcomes of the public consultation will be used to help develop a landscape plan for the reserve
and a concept for the plaground. The City will consider all comments from the public comment period,
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taking into account City wide strategies, facility provision, financial considerations and maintenance
capabilities.
The City will use the results of the public consultation to help inform the concept design of the
playground, and the wider landscape plan. At the completion of the concept design for the reserve,
a further round of public consultation will be undetaken. All residents that provided comment in the
intial round of consultation will be advised of the opportunity to comment on the concept plan.

Consultation Summary
67% of survey responses were from residents of Woodlands, followed by Doubleview residents
(10%). 73% of responses were from people that visit Jackadder Reserve more than once per week.
This would indicate the survey responses are a good representation of residents that live locally and
visit the park often.
One of the strongest opinions that respondents expressed was how appreciative of Jackadder Lake
Reserve they are, and the way it is maintained to a very high standard. These sentiments have been
passed on to the teams that manage the reserve.
A summary of key survey results are as follows:

Q6 What is the most common reason(s) you visit Jackadder Lake
Reserve?Please select all options that apply to you.
Answered: 357

Skipped: 10
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Q7 What facilities do you use when you visit Jackadder Lake Reserve?
(select those applicable)
Answered: 357

Skipped: 10
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paths
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Exercise
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PROVISION OF FACILITIES
AT JACKADDER LAKE RESERVE CURRENTLY? ( S L I D I N G S C A L E 0 10 NOT ENOUGH–JUST RIGHT-TOO MANY)
RUBBISH BINS
DRINK FOUNTAINS

3.6
3.1

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
PICNIC FACILITIES (TABLES, BBQS, SHELTERS)
PARK SEATS

4.6
3.3
3.1

TREES/SHADE PROVISION
CAR PARKING
OTHER (PLEASE ELABORATE)

4.3
3.7
4.9
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WHAT FACILITIES WOULD YOU LIKE THE CITY TO
CONSIDER AT JACKADDER LAKE RESERVE? ( S L I D I N G
SCALE 0-10 WOULD NOT LIKE–DON’T MIND-WOULD LOVE TO SEE)
BIRD WATCHING FACILITIES

5.2

MORE PICNIC SHELTERS AND BBQ FACILITIES

5.6

HABITAT IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING LAKE EDGE
REED PLANTING AND TREE PLANTING THROUGHOUT
THE RESERVE
WIDENING OF THE PRIMARY CIRCULATION PATH
AROUND THE LAKE

6.8
5.3

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE MAIN COMMUNITY PICNIC
SHELTER

7.2

BASKETBALL AND NETBALL GOAL SHOOTING AREA

5

FORMALISED VERGE PARKING NEAR THE
PLAYGROUND

4.9

Consultation Responses
Enclosed is a summary of public responses to the survey questions. Comments have been grouped
into the issues they relate to which gives an impression of community sentiment regarding specific
elements. It should be noted that comments have been summarised to remove personal or identifying
information. Similar comments expressing a similar sentiment have been grouped.
The City has given responses to comments where possible.
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?

No. of
Responses

City Response

General
Such a beautiful well used reserve!
Dont change much, it is already very good
Looking tired, need to modernise it
Love everything about it
Love the nature aspect of the lake
it's well maintained
No, i think it is kept tidy, CoS do a great job from what i can see.
It is a great feature of our suburb that we all love.

8
7
3
3
2

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

it's such a wonderful space to come with family and friends. Making it even better will be amazing.

Noted.

It is a fantastic space that is open, green and versatile for different groups from weddings to sports

Noted.

It's a gorgeous place, and we love visiting!! It's a hidden gem.
In general I would hate to see any big changes to the lake area as it is peaceful and beautiful just as it is.
Thank you

Noted.
Noted.

I love the lake as it is right now. it's lovely to be able to sit right near the waters edge and watch the ducks. It
has a bit of a European feel to it, which I love. I don't stress about Tiger snakes the way I do at Herdsman &
Gwelup, which makes it the ideal lake to take my daughter for some free ranging fun

Noted.

Jackadder Lake is one of my favourite spots to visit. I enjoy my walks around the lake, take in the wildlife and
the boats when they're out. I visit at least 5 out of 7 days a week coupled with shopping at the centre.

Noted.

Its a perfect reserve so far, with BBQ facilities and definitely nice and cool during summer due to the amount
of trees there.
Leave the lake and it's surrounding in its natural state as much as possible
It's a great park and we feel very lucky to be able to enjoy it with the family.
Whatever changes are made should not impact on water and wildlife as that's what makes the park great for
close to the city living
Love it's current format, would rather it not become more formalized or structured
park is generally in pretty good condition and well maintained. Well done.
The reserve is beautiful as it is (as evidenced by how popular it is). Please engage with the community more
as the concept design is developed and please consider utilisation surveys for the existing facilities on a
typical day not just peak times so the budget can be allocated wisely and not all to parking which would be
such a shame for a naturally beautiful park to just become a car haven. Many thanks
It is a beautiful area that we love living so close to. We love the wildlife and hope that they can be protected
too. We love that it is dog friendly too.
The reserve is maintained at a very high level & the City are to be commended for that.
The city has provided an excellent park that is attractive but with its high use and more housing infill to
happen, I feel now is the time to provide improvements and extra attraction.
Fabulous community asset particularly for older residents, family and dog owners
Part of the reason we moved to the area was Jackadder Lake and the amazing facilities. I think they just need
so updating.
Lovely lake just let down by lack of maintenance.
great reserve, good feel and vibe, positive generally
It is kept well and we enjoy riding/walking/scooting around.
It is fantastic and 2 of us use the exercise machines all the time. We love it as it is. The maintenance is very
good. It has a Hills mini national park feel about it. We would hate it to be "prettified." Re the grass we
would not want a front lawn appearance, it's great as is, a natural feel.
Supportive of all proposed elements.
loves the park as it is, loves the ambience, rare piece of public space. Good for yoga, shade, exercise dogs,
find quiet spaces.
I appreciate the lake as one of the gems of Woodlands/ City of Stirling. For people living in a rapidly
developing city, it is the natural (undeveloped) “green and pleasant” areas that are particularly valued.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?
I am pleased to hear that the playground is due for renewal and improvements to the community picnic
shelter. This will be greatly received.
We have been residents of Woodlands for nearly 20 years and have loved living near Jackadder Lake and
have enjoyed the beautiful surrounds. We have seen the introduction of the current circulation path, fitness
stations and upgrades to current facilities.
The other priorities listed are welcome considerations. Thank you for allowing the Woodlands community to
make comments on the proposed landscape plan to Jackadder Lake.
I have lived close by for over 50 years and have enjoyed the facilities and beautiful upkeep generally of the
lake.
In addition to City of Stirling residents I suspect Jackadder Lake attracts people from well outside Stirling,
which is terrific. The reserve is very well maintained and is a credit to your staff looking after it – please pass
on my thanks to those folks.
I am a resident of Woodlands, with two young children (1 and 3 yo) who use the Jackadder Lake playground
on a very regular basis (at least twice a week). I support all the improvements to the park, and am especially
excited that the playground will be renewed.
My current use of the reserve includes daily walking of my two small dogs and peripheral enjoyment of the
lake environs when walking or driving past. Previously, some years ago, I was an active member of the radio
controlled yacht racing club that uses the lake, a hobby I may resume in the future.
As a Woodlands resident (not living around the Lake) I feel JA Lake reserve is a real gem and appreciate
being able to give my opinions.
We love Jackadder and can’t wait to see the amazing changes .
Lived in the area for 50 years. The City has done a mighty job at Jackadder Lake. The tree are so much well
position & spreadout nicely, it's like walking into anothe world. We walk around the lake every morning with
my wife and it give me happyness & feeling at peace.
Jackadder Lake is a rare, peaceful nature reserve. It does not seem in line with Stirling's 'green' policy that it
be destroyed with additional man-made infrastructure.
It has a great feel with how it is and large upgrades to parking are not essential but would be preferable. I
would hope that it is developed more without too much disturbance too use as it is still a smaller parkland
but with huge usage.
It is a focal point for a lot of people & is a wonderful asset for the local community. We don't want to lose
the essential character by making less than optimal changes.

No. of
Responses

City Response
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

As locals we enjoy the fact that Jackadder is a more natural area and adding too many facilities will ruin the
feel of the park. The area deserves high quality facilities, but not an excessive amount :)

Noted.

The reserve is a "reserve", ie a place for wildlife. Be mindful that any further work will be an additional
disturbance and impact the site. There are other places requiring more investment than Jackadder.

Noted.

I hope it's not changed too much because it's beautiful as it is. So many people love walking and jogging
around there and there's always lots of kids playing. The park just has a beautiful feeling to it right now.

Noted.

Otherwise the reserve is currently utilized and enjoyed by thousands of people daily, does NOT need more
organized activities which could be located at Tamarisk Park. Please retain the peaceful, reflective nature of
what is after all a NATURE RESERVE!
The reserve should be left as it is. Overall tree trimming could occur on a more regular basis.

Noted.
Noted.

Keep it simple and in character of the family friendly area.

Noted.

The reserve is fantastic and used and enjoyed by a wide variety of people every day - leave it alone.

Noted.

We absolutely love the reserve as it is and are very happy that we live so close to it. Over time there have
been great improvements (the path, drinking fountains, additional bbqs and picnic tables) and as far as we
are concerned nothing more needs to be done to it (but we rarely use the play ground and never the
exercise equipment).

Noted.

Woodlands population has grown quickly and the lake area is already well utilised. Would not like to see
more and more people using with new activities as it becomes overcrowded. Traffic around the lake
parameter is too busy.

Noted.
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?

No. of
Responses

City Response

Events and Activation
Finally, we would welcome suggestions regarding bringing greater awareness to the Aboriginal significance
and history of Jackadder Lake, connecting to its natural heritage. It is disappointing that this element of the
reserve has not been drawn out in this survey. Please don't miss this important opportunity.
Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Taking the opportunity to incorporate information from local Aboriginal people & Elders about the history
and seasonality of the area as it was before settlement would be great to see. Having that information
spread at different stations around the lake? Maybe alongside, also, information about the folk living there
before the area was subdivided and land grants made? And an opening of the new playground with a
welcome to country and welcome to all local families would be terrific.
Could introduce some more educational material, walking trail using technology that can be refreshed
regularly through for example dynamic QR codes. That way the City could program information - everything
from nature, to Aboriginal and European heritage of the area etc.
Make sure there is still a place for the group of older people who use the lake for their hobby boats. Lovely
to see them down their each week.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Noted.

The continued use by the model sailing and boating groups is a low impact activity in keeping with the
character of the lake and surrounds. In fact it is an attraction and should be encouraged to continue.
I think the yachts should not be in a conservation area they disturb the wild life
Public art.
they could also do artwork on the sewer pump building to make it look nicer.
Arts work on the exterior walls or native flowers near the public toilet.

The reserve has been identified in the
Public Art Master Plan as a location for
public art. This will be taken into
consideration as the landscape plan is
developed.

Community artwork opportunity eg bollards around the park/ adjacent to footpath/ picnic table design/
artwork to create a photo opportunity or destination visit. Something that could represent intergenerational
use of the lake by Woodlands families. We have had 3 generations of my family using the lake.
Love the food truck event(s) being held at Jackadder.
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Noted.

Can we have a coffee van at the playground with pop up tables and chairs like what Hyde Park allows? It
would attract families to the area and I don't think it would take business away from the existing shops.

Noted.

Main community picnic shelter: introduce stand for coffee cart/van. Operators within CoS can utilise stand
on roster arrangement (and payment of fee).

Noted.

A restaurant on the Lake.

2

A crossing point to the adjacent retail
precinct will be considered/investigated.

Perhaps make it better for the radio control sailing boat club. Encourage more events at the park like
summer theatre, food trucks etc. consider a fishing zone. Nurture more fish and active wildlife.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.
A fishing zone will not be considered as it
is expected to have negative impacts on
the local waterbirds through improper
disposal of fishing line. Fish in the lake are
expected to contain very high
concentrations of heavy metals and other
pollutants accummulated through the
drains that feed the lake.

Making the car park a bit higher and having more local events down there like a family movie night,food
truck night or something for the kids

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

A community garden would be a lovely edition. Think it could be a great way to foster community
connections amongst old and new residents as I feel community spirit is lacking in the area.

The reserve is too heavily utilised for it to
be considered for a community garden.

Looks good. have some markets there sometimes?

Noted.

I have an idea … I would like Jackadder Lake to be the first Treasure Hunt Park in Western Australia. Once
you have added the new playground and the other improvements et al, I am happy to design a treasure hunt
for families and children. It could be a world first.

The City would support initiatives of this
nature. Please refer to the arts and events
section of the City's website.
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?

No. of
Responses

City Response

Car Parking
Def needs more parking
Please do not add any more asphalt for parking. The verge parking works fine on the weekends when the
park is at its busiest and the formal carparks are never full during the week. More asphalt parking would be a
waste of the budget set aside for this project, be ugly, underutilised the vast majority of the week, take away
from some of the beauty of the park and also make the area hotter.
Need car parking on North side of Blackbutt Road
I feel parking is sufficient, we enjoy the trees and greenery, and would not want to see more concrete.
Please do not add more bitumen carparking. The reserve carparks are only full on the weekends.
Existing car park areas very limited, extend, or provide new.
More formalised parking at both picnic areas;
Close/remove the current carparks to create more space for recreation/exercise and construct more car
parking on verges. In particular two of the carparks currently restrict movement and exercise options
because they are so close to the actual water.
Please don't ruin the lake by making it into a parking lot. Greater emphasis should be made on the wildlife
that rely on the area
Parking should be formalized and decentralized

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Would not like to have a formal car park near the playground, as it would be an eyesore and promote
undesirable behaviour in the area. Also wouldn't want to take up any of the grass open space
Widening of the car park along Birchwood Avenue to dangerous there for verge parking.
It may be handy if the car park on the west side of reserve could have additional car spots added. That
would be a good place for us to park but we normally don't bother trying there because it's full so often. But
I'd be hesitant for it to encroach too much on the NW corner space, because that treed grass area is lovely
for sit down picnics

Verge Parking
Formalising verge parking near the playground area would be a good Idea.
I would not like to see a formalised car park near the playground. The informal verge parking is effective and
the reserve aesthetically looks better with the informal verge being green when there are no cars parked
there. A formal car park area would impinge on the reserve.
Like it the way it is, except more parking needed near play equipment

6
5
2

Cars parked dangerously can cause distractions when driving past (as a resident of Woodlands)
On the lake side alone the Birchwood Ave, the formalised verge parking should be improved, like making
more parking places. The formalised verge parking near playground would bring more vehicles along the
Jackadder Way, on which there are already many vehicles driving through this Way everyday.
It would be detrimental to the amenity provided by the lake to greatly expand parking. Nevertheless, the
areas that a routinely accessed via verge parking and now in a poor state of repair need to be upgraded via
the use of modern surfaces to improve drainage and permit regrowth of grass or other suitable plants.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Stop the verge parking it's spoiling the whole neighbourhood
the existing (but necessary) car parks already serve this function adequately!
Please no more purpose built car parks, vehicles should be able to park on verge to keep aesthetic natural.
the formalized verge parking should be angled for easier access/exit
I am happy with informal verge parking around the lake. I'd like to make sure adjacent residents are not
using the informal parking on the reserve, as it is for park users. I think the lack of formal parking encourages
people to walk and ride a bike to Jackadder.
Better parking near the playground would be nice but is it essential. Most people have been making do with
parking up under the trees on the verge anyway.
the popularity of Jackadder lake park has increased over the years which is nice to see but has caused some
parking issues particularly near playground and shops
Parking fine so long as you continue to allow verge parking everywhere
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?

No. of
Responses

City Response

Beautiful place will be tricky to keep it as peaceful as it is now but accommodate a growing community don't
make the area too formal please, ie I love that cars park on the verge but wouldn't want to see the verges
become actual carparks
More parking but better playground. So many young families in the area and it's a beautiful spot for a picnic.
More concrete and bitumen is the very last thing that is needed, as that will inevitably encroach on the
green space. The Jackadder precinct is a small sensitive environment that will rapidly be affected by the
obligatory bulldozers, concrete mixers and builders’ boots so care and circumspection are crucial. The
precious but little seen creatures like frogs and long-necked turtles are particularly vulnerable to the
development process and need protection. So a resounding NO to widening the circulation path and
providing formalised verge parking.
Formalised parking: In favour, including a safety strip close to road to increase visibility for passing traffic
(I.e. mark bays in such a way that vehicles park as close as posssible to the existing log barrier. This will allow
maximum visibility for passing vehicles in regards to young pedestrian movement amongst parked vehicles).
I agree that a more formalised verge parking be introduced near the playground as in winter it can get very
muddy on the verge. Although, the plan would have to consider what parking is used as backing out from
the verge obscures exiting cars from cars already travelling on Blackbutt Avenue. Maybe introduce a speed
limit of 40Kph along this street as well?
Further to your letter re the above, we believe it’s extremely important to take advantage of the lovely lake
and parkland areas of Jackadder. The elements you mention are creditable, especially, the verge parking
right around the park.
Yes, better parking is required near the playground, preferably along Jackadder Way, nose in, without
removing any trees.
Formalised verge parking near the playground- Don’t see the need for this. Would probably reduce current
flexibility and convenience of use of the existing grassed verge. Would spoil the existing landscape if the
existing grassed verge ends up bituminised or paved.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Firstly I wonder if it’s absolutely necessary to formalise the verge parking at I’m sure quite significant cost.
On the weekends in particular Jackadder Lake can be extremely busy and only recently cars were parked all
the way along Jackadder Way, but everyone parked their car appropriately and respectfully. In addition I
have not seen anyone park on the road or on the opposite verge.
Verge parking near the playground – The current verge parking seems to work quite well but would benefit
from a new coating of woodchips and lower angle curbing. Sealing the verge would be detrimental to the
trees root systems and contribute in a small measure to local environmental heating.
Formalised verge parking: not sure whether paved parking is required, but definitely the kerbing could be
lower as not all those who park in this area have 4WD. Do not introduce PAID PARKING, please (nothing
should be done which discourages people from exercising and using the reserve).

Dogs
Dogs must be on leads.
Lots of dog walkers but some dogs not on leashes. Have clear signs explaining rules and consequences
(fines).
The CoS seems not to be sure if it wants a reserve to increase habitat or to increase patronage of the area. If
it wants to do the former then I would look at even banning dogs off the lead. Most people abide by keeping
their dogs on a lead but other dog owners let their dogs run wild scaring the wildlife. This is most probably a
major contribution to the reduction in birdlife of the area.
It bothers me and others when I see dog excrement being left around the footpath area and in fact in and
around the reserve. There are plenty of bins with 'poo bags' available so there is no excuse for this to be
happening. I wonder if allowing dogs off they're leads might contribute to the amount of excrement being
left and ignored by dog owners. Some Dog owners appear to either ignore that their dogs have just used
their bowels or are unaware because they didn't see their dog in the act. This would only happen if the dog
is not under control of the owner.

Dogs are allowed to be exercised off-leash
at Jackadder Lake Reserve in accordance
with legislation and Council policy.

It is not uncommon for reserves like
Jackadder, with very heavy usage, to
exhibit conflict between dogs, wildlife and
the public. The City will take these
concerns into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Being allowed to walk dogs off lead is great. Please don't change that.
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?

No. of
Responses

City Response

I love that dogs can be walked off lead here, there is a fantastic dog walking community & my dog loves
visiting.
Love the off lead dog walking rules
There are quite a number of occasions that I see dog poo on the footpath. -Also dogs are often running free.
Is there a solution for these issues. A fenced dog sand pit toilet perhaps, with bins next to it?
There is a vibrant dog walking community who provide daily support, friendship for the dog owners (many
retirees) which is a delight to see
Too many dogs free to run after kids
Dogs should be on a leash. They are often wet, having been in the lake and there is always excrement which
hasn't been picked up (distracted owners on the phone not paying attention). This lake is too heavily used
for dogs to be off leash. The 'under control' mandate is not working. They run through picnics and are often
in the playground areas too.
Even though there is a sign no dogs on the playground, there is always one! I have a child at home who is
petrified of dogs. It makes it hard to go out especially early in the mornings or late afternoons as all the dog
walkers are out. Dogs on leash in Jackedder reserve only! Witnessed dogs chasing small children on many
occasions including my own children. Many dogs get loud and bark when children ride a scooter or bike near
them. There are many other dog parks for dogs to be leash free. Jackedder reserve shouldn't be the one. Not
to mention dogs in wetland.

It is not uncommon for reserves like
Jackadder, with very heavy usage, to
exhibit conflict between dogs, wildlife and
the public. The City will take these
concerns into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Dogs are marvellous companions. However, Stirling CC might consider investigating a leashing requirement
during the principal bird breeding season and providing more information for dog walkers. I've witnessed
many cases of dogs invading reeds and nesting sites and harassing chicks. (There's not enough space here to
explain why safe littoral feeding space is essential for the survival of water birds).
Dogs on Path around lake should be on Lead. (Most owners ok but enough allow pooch to run riot – Poo &
Pee anywhere!!). Fringing vegetation around lake used by waterbirds for nesting (Dogs often nosing around
& causing disturbance). I often walk in this area & you can tell that I find unfettered dogs seem to be a
menace not just for me but kids & disabled & oldies.
Try to ensure dogs do not hassle the water fowl, most dogs and owners are good. 3. Try to ensure people
pick up all dogs poo, most do
Less catering to dogs and there owners
People are very good at picking up dog Pooh, but maybe a few extra dog bag spots might be good along the
northern end?

I would also like to see large dogs, mainly German Shepherds and Pitbulls being walked with their leads.
They are considered to be 'Dangerous dogs' and should be muzzled but they are neither on leads or muzzled
at the lake reserve.

In accordance with the Dog Act (1976),
there are 6 breeds (and their crosses)
considered restricted and are required to
be on-lead and muzzled in public places.
The City enforces this state legislation. If a
dog is not one of the restricted breeds, it
is able to be walked off-leash in
accordance with legislation, Council bylaws and policies.

Compostable dog bags would be great

The City's dog waste bags are
biodegradable.

Dog Park
A fenced off exercise area for people with small dogs off lead would be fantastic.
Would like to add an enclosed dog park like the one in Dianella.
What about a dog area for agility some beautiful parks in Subiaco & Nedlands etc have great dog agility
dedicated areas I think building one would be great here as so many local people come to this park come
with their dogs who we love & treat as family.
An enclosed dog exercise area perhaps in the open space on the western side of Birchwood Ave would be a
good addition to the area.
I would love to see a fenced dog play area.
Tamarisk Res. Could be modified with fencing, seats etc. & dogs confined to this park. (Dog enclosure at
North Beach works well for free running dogs. Suitable bags & bins for waste).

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?

No. of
Responses

City Response

make the unused park across road into a dedicated dog meeting/play area. Dog owners tend to hog the walk
path.
Not sure if its part of the reserve but the park across Birchwood would make a great location for a dog park
(lots of residents walk their dogs around the lake and this would provide an safe off lead exercise area)
An enclosed dog park would be beneficial in the area, tamarisk Park across the road woukd be perfect.
Secure dog exercise areas – A number of other dog owners have expressed their desire for a secure area
where dogs could let off lead without risk of running onto the road or into the lake. This has mainly been a
comment by the owners of small dogs - perhaps big dogs are better behaved or perhaps it is because I am
also a small dog owner. If not considered appropriate within the Jackadder Reserve such an area, or areas
for small and large dogs, could be considered within the area to the west of Jackadder Reserve, which
appears to be under-utilised and in my experience mainly used by people exercising dogs, either on or offlead.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Closed in dog exercise areas at adjacent park on Tamarisk Way or at Jackadder Lake
Another issue that arises in this area is dogs without leads. Perhaps something could be done at the adjacent
Tamarisk Reserve so they could run freely within a gazetted area.
I'd love to see the addition of a fenced dog exercise area as there are a large number of people who exercise
their dogs at the lake and it would be great to have a dedicated fenced area where you could allow your dog
to socialise and run free without worrying about them chasing the birds or running onto the road. I
sometimes frequent Carine fenced in dog park and wish there was a similar facility much closer.
Also update the reserve opposite the lake and fence it off into two separate enclosed dog areas . Or have
one corner of Jackadder fenced off for small dogs only.
Tamarisk could then be area for dogs off lead

Environmental
The recent appearance of algae in the lake is a concern
Green algae has started developing and there have been much less ducks and ducklings . Is the lake water
quality ok?
The water could be cleaned up a there are numerous dead fish at the shores recently
Too many midges and mosquitoes! Maybe a drive by spray is needed especially during Spring and summer
time.
Too many midges and flies. Please can this be sorted.
Lots of midgies need to do something about insect control
Small midget flies were super bad this year. They carpet the floor of house in morning. More midge and fly
control would be appreciated. Reeds are growing a bit out of hand.
The midges are out of control for the local residents! It's aweful and very unpleasent at night. Please can you
spray the area during their peak times of the year.
Not sure if can be done but spraying a little do not so many little bugs around.
more importantly, measures need to be taken to control the insects flying in the air, especially mosquitos,
which has been a hygiene and infection control hazard.

Mosquitoes are a huge detraction from visiting the reserve and often avoid coming due to the mosquitoes.

The City regularly monitors the water
quality in Jackadder Lake and will consider
ways to improve it through the landscape
plan.

There are limited controls available for
midges in wetlands.

Mosquitos are a naturally occurring
species. The City regularly monitors
mosquito populations. It would be
anticipated that an increase in habitat
would lead to an increase in the frog
population which feed on moquito larvae.

Nice to see the lake staying nearly full over summer. Not sure how this affects the natural ecosystem though

While Jackadder Lake provides habitat and
a year-round water source for native
fauna, it also has recreational uses.

It is a much loved facility in the community but whatever works progress should respect the nature of the
area.

Noted.

Keep the water level high , and maintain it clean.
Improve water quality for the wildlife

The City will explore ways to improve
water quality in the development of the
landscape plan.
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The water quality in the lake must be declining. The early 2000's Google Earth image quite clearly shows the
old cultivation lines in the lake bed. These cultivation lines have now disappeared in the recent images. This
may involve changes to the water inflow channels to ensure the water is clarified through gravel/reed beds
before entering the lakes. If the Council has an ongoing monitoring to the Lake water then this should be
regularly displayed on a notice board in the covered area near the playrounds.

The City regularly monitors the water
quality in Jackadder Lake and will consider
ways to improve it through the landscape
plan. Due to the sources of water entering
the lake, coming in contact with the water
is not recommended at any time,
regardless of readings at any given time.

Very well maintained and, given location, successful as both general use park and wildlife reserve. However,
I have noticed a great increase in use of the park. This is to be welcomed, but being so small, the growing
intensity of use presents major challenges. (1) Having monitored birds at the lake (and reported on such in
surveys conducted by "Birdlife Australia") I've noticed a substantial species shift in both resident and
migratory birds. Many factors here but a major one has been due to the use of Jackadder as a drainage
sump for the locality resulting in fewer drought and shallow water episodes. This is not necessarily bad,
taking into account alternatives, but the drainage entry points to the lakes do not seem sufficiently well
maintained and pollution proof. (Also, some appear to be quite dangerous for young children and the
infirm).

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

It may also be worthwhile considering deeping the channel between the current car park and the island. This
would protect the island for cats visiting the island when the water level drops

Noted.

I'd expect any changes to be made with environmental impacts solidly in mind, particularly concerning
climate change. I would not like to see any extra hard surfaces/concrete added. I believe the reserve has
about enough infrastructure (compared to when I moved to the area 30 years ago and there was much less)
and moving forward we should focus on the environment and nature aspects. So please no extra paved
paths or parking (the unsealed verge parking is fine); and please plant as many more trees as possible to
make the shady spots closer together when using the park in the heat of summer.

Noted.

Water feature fountain in lake center (preferably,spray fountain).

Noted.

Could you implement a smarter sprinkler system that not wastes thousand of litres of water when it starts
running, when it just rained or is raining. It doesn't make sense.

The City's irrigation system utilises
numerous rain guauges across the City to
monitor rainfall and adjust irigation.
Often the amount of rain precipitation is
not significant enough to skip irrigation
cycles, particularly one-off rain events.

I would also like to make a formal request to the Stirling council to seek alternatives to glyphosate as a weed
killer. Debate rages as to its effect on humans but it is the previously mentioned “unseen” creatures like
frogs, bees and other insects, crucial to a balanced and healthy environment, that are vulnerable to careless
pesticide use.
Please don't use glyphosate. I believe the focus of any development at Jackadder should be the wildlife and
the natural aspects of what the lake offers.

Pesticide use is a City wide management
consideration and is not a part of this
landscape plan.

It would be a great if you considered stopping the use of chemical sprays so close to the water?
Please consider alternative methods instead of using toxic sprays which affect humans, animals and birdlife

Replace dog poo bags with degradable bags and have a recycling bin near the picnic shelter for cans and
bottles (glass and plastic). The reserve could also easily have a few compost bins set up and be a place for
education regarding composting

The City's dog waste bags are
biodegradable. The amount of dog waste
that would be generated at Jackadder
Reserve would be too large for the City to
consider composting it.
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Wildlife
I very much would like to see the corella population managed much better. There are too many corellas
disturbing the peaceful ambience of the lake. Corellas are a nuisance in more ways than one.
I would also like to see improvement of bird habitat with a program of nesting boxes as has been successful
at the Trigg Nature Reserve.
Bird nesting boxes (as at Perry Lakes).
Tree cover is an important complement to the sustainability of the park for birds and other species. (Eg. in
the past I've seen micro-bats in the park at dusk. We purchased nesting boxes and put them in trees on our
block with no success - it could be more effective if Stirling fixed them in suitable trees, it's cheap and easy to
do).
Maybe some more shelter for the wild life especially when nesting
Would love to see birds nests protected.
We love the ducks and the odd pelican/swan sighting; anything that supports the habitat for wildlife would
be much appreciated.
Neat and tidy, more bird habitats needed to encourage more wildlife
Over development will detract from the park. Please do everything to protect and promote the habitat for
aquatic and terrestrial bird life.
Turtle breeding protection yo Please be considered!!
Is there anything that can be considered for the wildlife? Like ways to protect the turtles, especially safe
areas for them to lay eggs and the babies to get to the park safely? The few that are left currently lay eggs in
peoples gardens beds and then get hit by cars.
Inhabitants of the lake other than birds also need to be considered. Putting pollution risks to one side, it's
been over a decade since I've seen a turtle hatching in our front garden. This surely is true right around the
lake. Turtles cannot negotiate the kerb stones in place around the park and can be stranded in the road,
where I've rescued some and had to remove others to bury. Moreover, given average water levels and
absence of sandbanks in the reserve, the survival of turtles in Jackadder Lake must be in doubt.
We have a number of time the long neck tortoise came across from the lake to my house and one incident
the Raven drop the tortoise to our front porch which was scary. It will be great to have more lake edge reed
planting for the animals to hide and lay eggs.
Encourage wildlife
Love the wildlife and nature maintenance
I understand that Jackadder has become the sacrificial lake for humans, but when I moved in 30 years ago
there used to be many black swans and ducks nesting. Can you get some conservation going to attract the
birds back?
Would love to see increased focus on wildlife and additional native plants to support them
Wildlife should be better looked after, as we have noticed a depletion of turtles, tadpoles etc. The park is too
small for the number of people using it already, and Jackadder Way, has many cars speeding past the
playground area.
Firstly, I have seen Jackadder lake become more and more popular over the years which is pleasing to see.
But during this time I have seen the deterioration of the reserve and it wildlife. When I first moved to
Woodlands I was a family man with two young children who loved the swans that roamed the area and who
used to follow the children wanting whatever the children would be eating. These days you may see some
swans on rare occasions but their numbers have also been reduced.
Also, there used to be many more turtles in the lake and I have on several occasions had to move along
turtles that had wandered onto the road. I have not seen turtles for 5 to 10 years now. I would also hear the
frogs at night from my house but I can tell the numbers have drastically reduced.
I say the above just to point out that some of the elements that your letter expresses would impact the lake
and reserve even further.

Feral animal population control is a City
wide management consideration and is
not a part of this landscape plan.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Noted.
Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Noted.

Jackadder is rare, attracting an abundance of wildlife and must be preserved. Adding man-made
infrastructure would be a serious step backwards and drive wildlife away.
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City Response

Environmental issues – There are two significant issues which warrant consideration: the eradication of carp
from the lake and the provision of nesting habitat for the long necked turtles. Recent and ongoing housing
redevelopment around the lake has reduced and in some cases entirely removed the garden areas where
the turtles have historically nested. The construction of raised, low maintenance, garden beds around the
perimeter of the lake to provide nesting areas to secure the future presence of turtles in Jackadder Lake
should be investigated.

Feral carp removal is an ongoing
management issue.
Turtle nesting areas will be taken into
consideration as the landscape plan is
developed.

It would also be good to know there's monitoring happening of impacts on ducks, swans, tortoises etc. of
increased human use of the lake area. Having lived here so long, I remember a time when there were many
more swans at the lake than currently. I see them over at herdsman lake, but if seems they've left Jackadder
in some numbers? And we used to have tortoises cross over to lay eggs in our garden each year - we've not
seen any for some 4 or 5 years now. I'm not sure how they're tracking?

Turtle nesting areas will be taken into
consideration as the landscape plan is
developed.

Habitat improvements of stronger reed system to create denser more protected habitat for native wildlife.
More thoughtful design of an educational journey of our native wildlife and vegetation throughout to
increase understanding and respectful interaction with native wildlife. By encouraging respectful interaction
we can soak up the benefits of wildlife ecosystem services as well as the benefits nature interaction brings to
our health and well-being, significantly with stress levels as recent studies have shown.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

educational signs on caring for wildlife i.e. dont feed the birds.
Needs better signage about NOT feeding birds
there should be clear signs to keep people and dogs out of the lake and rangers to educate children about
caring for the bird life in the school holidays
It is Important to reserve the birds, black swan and ducks. A guide tourist some time would be great so our
children can learn more about Mother Nature
the grass and plants new water border need maintenance, more low vegetation at the lake border would be
nice, the sign indicating birds species need replacement, perhaps with something larger is size, bit more
exciting, more informative and interactive.A few more educational signage and infograms would be nice for
the kids.
The present info board on the birds at the lake is showing its age. Would love to see new boards at several
spots around the Lake with possible QR codes for more info

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.
Noted.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Landscape and Trees
The reeds in the water are extending quite deep and wide which are taking up water / views. Please can
these be maintained and trimmed to a confined area. Please keep Blackbutt Road side undeveloped and
more for nature.
A lot of areas have lake views obscured by overgrown reeds.
Reduce the height of the reeds on the northern side so a cllearer view of the lake
More habitat and bank stabilisation needed- good on one side but not the other.
It's a great reserve and seems to allow wildlife and people to coexist better than many. Vegetated shorelines
(reeds) help this. More trees could be good.
More reeds etc needed to attract wildlife. Why not swans anymore?
Habitat improvement including reed planting and tree planting throughout the reserve
Would love to see some grass removed and native ground covers installed, esp where grass adds no use
such as between the path and the lake on south side

Noted.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Would like to see the natural landscape preserved / improved as much as possible when works are planned.
Keep the park and lake essentially to a high standard
Please consider and protect the wildlife in whatever plans and facilities you implement. We have the option
to visit, the wildlife are trying to survive there
More trees and natural shrubbery, lakeside planting
There should be a fringe of taller native trees local to the area around the fringe of the Reserve to provide an
area of close tree canopy and also being a younger population that would be part of the generational
changes for the current older trees in the Reserve. The surviving willows should be replaced. As part of this
replacement, the vegetation cover on the Island could become a multi-layered vegetation area that would
allow for a wider range of birds to use the area.
Please maintain as many trees and as much wildlife as possible.

Noted.
Noted.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Noted.
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City Response
This will be taken into consideration
regarding planting locations for succession
planting.

I feel there is adequate number of trees for the limited area, too many and you begin to affect the grass
areas for picnics etc
don't sacrifice large open grass areas
Would be really lovely to keep as much of the open grass space and trees as possible, so many different
groups use those open spaces throughout the week - formally and informally. It is a much loved area that
really brings people together.

Noted.

Some habitat consideration for the long neck turtles would be appropriate (if its not too late already, eg.
accessible and protected nesting sites that are within the park perimeters) as well as information signage
about them and their habitat needs (similar to the bird sign) would also be good. But there is no need (or
even room) for a wildlife observation area/deck/walkway and it could only give animal/people access to
parts of the lake that are currently needed wildlife refuges.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

I'd like to see trees planted at Jackadder Lake and more plants along the water edge Jackadder Reserve is
beautiful. A lovely place which we visit regularly.
I'd like to see more trees planted at Tamarisk Way Park.
I would like to see more strips of nature, perhaps along the Rosewood side where there isn't much of a need
for pedestrian access, or where ever access is not required.. Not structured planting but some native habitat
to attract birds and soften the edges of the park a little. Might be somewhere that the turtles can lay their
eggs? (Am not a biologist so ignore that comment if it lacks logic) The Belmont Shire has done a pretty
good job of making a lot more habitat around Tomato Lake and I notice they have just undertaken a little
more. I also love, love, love the kiosk they have there......

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Really don't think money needs to be spent on more reeds/trees in the reserve - waste of money as there
are already an abundance of these. All the best with the developments.

Noted.

more reeds not needed for access to water edge otherwise how would children feed the ducks!

Noted.

Habitat improvements including lake edge reed planting and tree planting throughout the reserve - support

3

Habitat improvements and lake edge reeds and current trees are more than sufficient and should remain in
its present form.

3

Grow more native flowers and plants. We have enough trees but not enough flowers and native plants.

2

Habitat improvements: Not supported. Reserve is sufficiently planted and is a good mix of public open space
and tree/reed areas.

2

I think there should be more trees. I think there should be less concrete and more grass (green)
South east corner to be developed into more native bushland (Shrubs and flowers). 3) More shady trees
along walkpaths (some stretches left too opened to sunny summer conditions).
I'd love to see a lot more natural environment protection, and some native West Australian wildflowers in a
section of the park
I am happy that there is to be more trees planted so that we do our bit for the environment. On the verge at
the north end would be a good place as there is a lot of space there.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

I would like to see more re-wilded planting areas. Perhaps in some sections between the lake reed beds and
the circular path there could be some gardens. I am suggesting open, low height level such as meadow
flowers, with occasional feature flowering bushes, not head high scrub. The lawns are very extensive, and
that is great for a park, but there is plenty of space for some re-wilding with low height native flowering
plants too, in addition to more trees. That would bring more insect life, and birds such as honey eaters.
Taking away from nature by paving over more of it and building on more of it are not the only ways to do
development. Development can also involve integrating designed natural areas into the spaces people use.
That is, making the space more natural rather than less.
It would be great to see more native plants/trees around the edge of the lake.
More natural environment less grass/lawns
Lake edge replanting and tree planting are most worthwhile - there can never be too may trees.
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Habitat Improvements including lake edge reed planting & tree planting throughout the reserveEstablishment of extra reeded areas should be kept to the island area of the lake rather than more of the
lake edges. Lake edge reeds inhibit the view of the lake & whilst they provide nesting grounds & habitat for
bird life, they also provide the same for snakes.
Agreed that tree planting should be an ongoing program to replace older shade trees needing to be
removed.
Reed planting should be re-introduced as a means from losing further bird life. In years gone by the pulling
out of many sections of reed has made the lake sterile in appearance and also in habitat.
The balance of reeds to open shoreline is quite good, but some additional reeds where there is no open
access at the moment would be OK.
Tree density is adequate, with a nice balance between trees and open grassy areas; but again, a few more
large eucalypts would be OK.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Habitat improvements are very important & I thought these were a continuous process. Keep doing it!
Agree with habitat improvement though currently the birds and ducks seem happy with it as it is. Planting
more trees is good.
Habitat improvements – The current extent of fringe planting would seem to be adequate although it is note
that the area of Typha on the north side of the lake appears to have deteriorated in the last few years. Some
additional tree planting may be warranted, as some of the older trees senesce in coming years.
Habitat improvement including lake edge reed planting and tree planting throughout the reserve – May be a
few on the eastern side & not too high
Turf management – Currently the turf ranges in quality from generally good to poor in some areas, these
most likely due to a range of factors including excessive usage, irregular watering, nutrient and trace
element deficient and water repellent soils, shading, and toxic leaf exudates from some species of eucalypt.
These problems are not unique to Jackadder Reserve and a wider review by an expert in turf management
may be beneficial.

The City generally prioritises its resources
regarding turf care towards sports fields.
Mulching failing areas of turf is something
that will be considered as a part of the
landscape plan.

Too many weeds

Noted.

Bird Watching
I would like to see provision of bird watching facilities.

3

Bird watching facilities; Not supported. Facilities available very close by at Herdsman Lake (& Lake Monger).

3

Bird watching facilities is a good idea but not necessary as one can easily observe the birds etc from
anywhere around the lake. It’s not a huge lake.
Bird hide going into the lake area. Eg like Lake Monger where there is a small jetty ending in a pergola (bird
hide).
NO BIRD WATCHING PROVISION, area too small, prone to graffiti/ vandalism.
No need of bird watching facilities as wildlife has unfortunately diminished this last decade and can be easily
observed from lake's perimeter. N.B. These are only a few suggestions as it must always be borne in mind
that Jackadder Lake Reserve is and will always remain a very limited space and will therefore always need
limited improvement.
I am a bird watcher, but I don't believe the lake is big enough to require a bird hide, and the mostly common
species there are generally fairly amenable to human activity.

2

Given the constructive feedback from the
community, bird watching facilities won't
be considered as a part of the landscape
plan.

Bird watching facilities – Due to the high level of human usage of the reserve the resident birds are
habituated to human presence and bird hides are unlikely to be of benefit to either party.
Not sure a provision for bird watching facilities is required, other than more seats. Perhaps a few pathway
decals encouraging users NOT to feed the birds as I notice people often disregard the signage!
Birdwatching can, and is, easily and frequently carried out by Jackadder visitors simply walking around the
Lake. Development of Birdwatching facilities would only incur more of the previously mentioned bulldozers
and boots.
Also bird watching here would be great for older people, family & children to more appreciate the
wonderful natural environment of the lake
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Picnic Facilities- BBQs, Shelters
Support more picnic tables
Support more picnic and BBQ facilities.
Support improvements to the main community picnic shelter
Barbecue facilities could be available on north and/or west side of lake reserve
I'd like there to be another BBQ at Jackadder Lake.
Another large undercover / pagoda area would be great.
Would like to see shelters over other picnic tables across the reserve. .
More seating and bbq spaces and parking. Especially when the boats are on.

10
8
3
3
2

My biggest request would be for more shade/rain shelters or gazebos, with wheelchair access to the picnic
tables and the benches having cut-outs at ends to fit a person in a wheelchair at the table.
The BBQ and shelter facilities are dirty and can be improved
More shaded areas like pergolas would be great!
There needs to be more covered picnic tables and BBQ's throughout the reserve and more
landscaping/planting to improve the area.
Need to include picnic table in the rotunda on west edge of lake - totally useless otherwise - people have to
bring their own chairs !
The undercover area is isolated and quite a distance from the main area also needs cleaning. This is in peak
demand for parties.
More picnic shelters as a LOT of Birthday parties are held there - even an online booking system for parties
would be good (like Whiteman Park)
We love going there Need more shelter for birthday parties as it is extremely popular
The main shelter needs an upgrade. The benches and tables are always dirty. No one uses it. Birthday
parties are never held there because of this.
More shade and rain shelters are needed all around the lake for birthday parties which take place every
weekend. It would be great if these were bookable.
Improvement and increase in undercover shelter for picnic area.
More picnic facilities; Not supported. Reserve is already over-utilised on weekends causing risk around
vehicle movements.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

A few more bbq facilities on the west side of lake. More table and chair facilities closer to the woodlands
village. (Suitable for kids and adults Eg think heights of chairs and tables) This would be a useful amenity for
people getting takeaway from local businesses in Woodlands village.
The community picnic shelter needs a re-vamp as it is often utilised but is a miserable, cold and windy area
during winter
Another picnic shelter should be constructed on the other side of the lake close to the rotunda and even in
Tamarisk reserve.
Improvements to the main community picnic shelter- Agree with improvements, not expansion. Picnics are
enjoyed under the shade of trees rather than man-made roofs.
Agreed, more picnic tables should be installed, with some closer to the shopping centre for use after
purchasing food and drink.
More shaded areas would be great and benches close to BBQs.
There is insufficient seating near the shops for those who come and buy their lunch and want to sit outside.
Perhaps Tamarisk Reserve could be used to offset this problem.
Improvements to main community picnic shelter: While the main shelter could be improved, more small
undercover picnic shelters would reduce congestion and facilitate better overall use of the park.
Agree on improvement to main community picnic shelter and toilet block.
formalized and decentralize the picnic facilities.
Agree with more picnic facilities but only on the green space where the old kindergarten used to be as
currently that green space has no facilities other than a couple of table-benches.
Out of the listed priorities in your letter, I'd say, improvements to the main community picnic shelter is the
priority.
I do not consider the main picnic area is a major priority.
Existing picnic facilities are quite sufficient in their present state although a few more fixed tables and seats
would be of benefit
The reserve should proudly welcome picnickers but discourage the need for BBQ facilities.

Noted.
Noted.
Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.
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The current picnic facilities are sufficient for the current use, we do not need more.
The main community picnic shelter more than caters for current usage
I know it makes it trickier for the lawnmower contractiors/gardeners, but more picnic areas would always be
used. Bins near by, please.

City Response
Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Improvements to the main picnic shelter – Difficult to envisage how this structure could be modified to
improve it apart from rearranging the seating and perhaps adding a barbeque facility. The addition of a
couple of more shelters scattered around the lake would be advantageous.

We believe the park areas, adjacent to main children’s play area, encompassing Blackbutt & Birchwood
Streets have great potential with the beautiful shade trees and lawn. Currently, other than the odd exercise
groups, and the walkers, the area is under used. If parking was improved and public toilets built, this would
be another great picnic area. You may have noticed, the main area used for picnics/celebration on weekends
are overcrowded. Therefore, we request Stirling Council should consider developing the Blackbutt &
Birchwood area. Thank you for the opportunity to put our views forward.
Please consider removing and replacing the existing community picnic shelter and public toilets. Both
structures are very old, dated, run-down and dark. It would improve the community's enjoyment of the
facilities to have a new picnic shelter and new public toilets. In light of the large number of community
events and parties at the picnic shelter, a sink with taps and some power points would be useful too.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

consider building a small stage for performers to use when activities eg fun days, food vans etc are staged at
park. Possibly could be part of the undercover picnic area upgrade.
When expanding the main shelter near the playground, consider making it a facility for hosting a band to
play music to a small group (some provision for power, no seating/tables in the way) - the "band shell"
outside Shelter Brewery in Busselton is a good example (if a bit too larger for Jackadder)
The reserve is wonderful but for old ladies who would love to meet there rather than in cafes, there is not
comfortable group seating and the shelter is freezing in winter.
We don't use the community picnic shelter near the playground, it's a bit of a concrete block so doesn't feel
too welcoming or relaxing, and it's positioned slightly too far and at an angle from the playground for adults
to be based there while being able to see and supervise children on the playground. Perhaps some
thoughtfully placed additional picnic tables around the reserve may be nice.

Park Furniture- drink fountains, seating, bins
Don't over develop it. Add benches, water fountains etc
I think there should be less litter - maybe a formal program of collecting litter each week.
Improved water fountains and more bins around picnic benches and BBQ area would be appreciated. Bike
parking facilities also important to encourage people to leave car at home.
It would be good to have more shady seating around the playground.
Support more seats around the reserve.
You can never have enough trees or benches.

2
2

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

I am not sure of the demand on the current picnic/BQ areas but there is a need for more seating around the
lake. This increased seating area should be shaded by trees where possible in view of our hot summers.
More seating generally placing two alongside, more trees.
Please consider updating the rubbish bins around the lake as they are dated and difficult to keep clean.
Please consider updating the picnic benches to more modern and comfortable benches. If you do so, please
retain the wooden bench on the north-east corner of the lake, which has a memorial plaque on it. Flowers
are regularly left at that bench.

The modern drink bottle refill/drink fountain stations would be a great addition too.

Noted.
Noted.
The City has standard drink fountains
across all parks and reserves, enabling
efficient repair of spare parts, guaranteed
longevity and minimal maintenance
issues.
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Please update the old water fountains with foot-operated COVID-safe water fountains. Since the advent of
COVID, it is better that water fountains are operated by foot pedal, rather than everyone using their hands
to touch the same buttons.

The City has standard drink fountains
across all parks and reserves, enabling
efficient repair of spare parts, guaranteed
longevity and minimal maintenance
issues. Users will need to take their own
precautions, as they would utilising any
other park infrastructure.

There is a desperate need for more dog poo bins and bags as we notice the bins often overflowing and no
bags.
more bins with dog doo bags
The bins always smell of dog poo.

Noted.

Need to have recycle bin facilities

2

Ecology purposed rubbish bins designed to blend in with landscape.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Recreational Facilities- basketball, netball, hit-up tennis wall
Too small for a skate park
NO SKATE PARK. expensive to build and maintain, graffiti target, less visits to hospitals and doctors. Noisy.
No skate board park. Only attracts graffiti, high noise level, visits to doctors and hospitals. Expensive to build
and maintain.
Also a small skate/scooter area would be cool something like Robinson Reserve Skate Path not a full
skatepark just a couple of fun obstacles built naturally into the landscape. 'Skate sculpture' are good
designers, don't get council to design like they did Scarborough skate park (a waste of space park and
basically unrideable, if you ask any real skateboarders). Willetton skate plaza which has just been completed
is what a world class skatepark looks like.
Good to consider skate facilities
Could a footy goal be put up?
some of the youth in the vicinity could perhaps benefit from more facilities. perhaps up in the grassed area
near the toilet block. For instance a table with a chess board, basket ball play and hoop area and a concrete
table tennis table etc.
There is nowhere around with a tennis wall- would be great to be able to hit a ball with the kids somewhere
(not necessarily jackadder)
AS well as the Basketball rings etc would it be possible to provide a TENNIS "bump" board. Two sided
cement wall with significant hard stand area that allows children to "hit up" and practise against such.
Placed appropriately it would not need fencing.
We would really love to see bball court shooting area and maybe a tennis wall to hit off.
Basketball hoops plus dedicated wall space for hitting a ball on the wall. ( Eg for tennis, wall ball, lacrosse
practice etc)
Basketball and netball shooting area a great idea. Could also add a half-cricket pitch and net. These could be
built in north-west corner of the park
Basketball and netball shooting area - support
Object to basketball due to noise concerns
no basketball hoops or goals please
Love the expanse of green space vs hard landscaping everywhere, however would be great if there was
space for basketball, tennis wall
I like the idea of a Basketball & Netball goal shooting area. However, careful consideration needs to be given
to the actual location of such an area as to not upset residents living close by. Investigation into ground
surface and basketball backboard to have the quietest surfaces used. Should the area be close to the current
playground?
The basketball / netball shooting area is likely to be male-dominated. I would love to see a couple of large
round swings attached to strong trees around the park, and / or some lounge chairs to make spaces for older
girls within the community
I feel it's missing something for the teenage / young adult crowd like basketball shooting facilities somewhere they can go inthe park to burn energy and unwind. Needs to be away from road verge and in a
non-picnicing area of the park....maybe out the front and towards the water at approx 6 Blackbutt Road with a little shade?

Skate is not something being considered
at Jackadder Lake Reserve. A facility is
proposed for Millet Park, Innaloo and
another identified in the Skate and BMX
Strategy for Hertha Reserve, Cedric St.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.
6
4
2
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NO Basketball/Netball goal shooting area as it would definitely scare the wildlife. Wildlife is the main
attraction of the lake.
No basketball or netball please. Will increase noise and perhaps inappropriate group activity and language
late in the evening. Takes away from the quiet tranquility of walking, enjoying wildlife and picnics.
Adding basket ball courts or hoops is unnecessary and would be a nuisance more than anything as the sound
would be disturbing. Where ever else you see these in small parks, they rapidly fall into disuse, at least for
any healthy purposes, becoming an eyesore and shelter for undesirable activities Jackadder Lake is peaceful and not too busy. Basketball and netball goals would add more choices and
hence more people making the park crowded and busier. There are other parks in the area such as
Herdsman Lake and Mongers Lake that are big enough to include recreational additions. Why change the
peaceful nature of Jackadder Lake. Let it stay as it is.
I do not want to lose any trees or green space to car parking or a large sports courts, but I don't mind a small
half court.
Would be great if updates could consider needs of pre teens in the area, would be great to see a basketball
hoop or climbing frame for older children
It's a nature reserve for Wildlife first and foremost. It's an area requiring conversation. It should NOT an be
developed for sporting activities such as Basketball and Netball. Any future changes should take into
consideration it is a nature reserve. Jackadder Lake Reserve is a unique environment and should not be
developed. It is a nature Reserve with peace and tranquillity and natural beauty. The theme of Jackadder
Lake reserve is to promote knowledge of wildlife and fauna to the younger generation not to provide
Basketball and netball goal shooting practise.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Yes- I do not support basketball courts be installed as the teenager/young adult traffic would be heavily
increased which creates more noise and antisocial behaviour at antisocial hours of the day. Also the
bouncing of basket balls in early mornings and nights keep people awake for those houses which are near
by. Thank you
A good quality Basketball shooting area or attraction for 9year olds plus is needed.
Basketball & netball shooting area- Agreed, whilst there are schools nearby with out of hours access to
courts, the reserve is large enough for those wanting quiet tranquility to enjoy it at a distance from
basketball/netball courts.
A basketball shooting area would have minimal impact and be well used - as long as it doesn’t take up too
much space.
I am 10 years old and my ideas for upgrading the Jackadder Lake playground would include, a trampoline
inbuilt in the ground, a netball hoop and a basketball hoop.
I think this because netball and basketball are two loved sports by lots of children in Australia and having a
trampoline inbuilt in the ground would be very fun, attract lots more children and bring the community
together for fun events and activities.
Basketball and netball goal shooting area- Don’t see the need for this. Balls might end up in adjacent
street/carpark creating a safety hazard. Would probably result in unwanted after-hours noise and
disturbance for homes in the vicinity.
Secondly, If the community is happy about having a basketball and netball goal shooting area careful
consideration needs to be given to its position. The use of the courts will no doubt increase noise pollution
and if you live opposite or nearby it could change the peaceful surrounds you currently live in and enjoy especially if used at night time.
We are therefore not in favour of extra BBQs or sports facilities requiring infrastructure like basketball or
netball courts. There are many other options for people interested in this.
The netball and basketball shooting area would he better utilised at Teakwood oval as that is already a
sporting precinct. Having the shooting areas at Jackadder would reduce grassed area. Installing them on the
square grassed park area where the old kindergarten used to be would make better sense.

Woodlands Primary School is not a
publicly accessible basketball facility.

We do not need another basketball hoop as there is this facility in our nearby Teakwood Oval.
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Exercise Equipment
Maybe some more senior specific exercise equipment/ inter generational equipment.
Please update the exercise equipment, and offer some gentle exercise equipment specifically designed for
seniors.
Support equipment for Senior Fitness - a space for older people, designed to improve balance, strength and
mobility.
Towards the north west corner of the reserve there may be potential for a semi formal personal training
area. Include a 5m x 5m softfall pad for outdoor pilates/yoga, so instructors can book it out or it can be used
informally. I can't remember if there are distance markers or not on the perimeter path for runners.
Chin up bar as part of exercise equipment
more gym equipment would be great as it is often occupied when i walk.
I would like to have the new exercise equipment useful for the older generation. The distance to walk
around the lake is perfect for the not-so-young and with some easy exercise equipment it is very enjoyable.
The equipments that are installed there at the moment are great.
would be good to expand of exercise equipment (similar to newly added ones at the souther part of Lake
Monger)
The reserve is an excellent asset for Woodlands and particularly the gym stations around the lake
I'd like to see far better exercise equipment that is actually useable and not for serious exercise. More body
weight equipment would be good like chin up frames, dip frames, push up handles, situp bench(incline with
feet bars). Better body weight lateral pull downs and push ups, the ones there don't have enough travel.
Can the fitness area consider more functional movement structures rather than tradition equipment - the
equipment currently in place does not get used. A chin up bar, dips and push up area should be provided anything that promotes body weight movement should be considered. It never dates and can support most
training groups (big or small).
Would love some updated exercise equipment such as chin up bar, sit up ledge, ledge for push ups or dips.
Basic is fine!

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

I use the walkway around the lake on a daily basis and use a few of the exercise equipment, especially the
cross trainer, which is currently not in use with a danger tape attached.
Hoping the same will be fixed as soon as possible and my main request is to have another one installed on
the opposite side as it seems to be the most popular one and frequently used by the local residents.
Uses exercise equipment, supportive of replacement
The exercise equipment is not useful for actual exercise, you would not see a fit person using any of it. it's
that expensive, impractical equipment counsels were installing 10-15 years ago that people occasionally sit
on for the novelty of it but wouldn't break a sweat on. Something like the chin up area at Whitfords Nodes
Health & Wellbeing Park or the equipment at Cottesloe beach (again on a smaller scale as it's not a big
space) would be cool.
The exercise equipment that are available around the lake should not be removed.
I use them quite often but feel that they are under utilised by the many folks that do their walking exercise
daily.
Perhaps look to upgrade them to entice higher usage or other ways to attract through the benefits of using
them?
The adult exercise equipment is good and appears to get quite a lot of use.
We live close by and enjoy the facilities currently provided. However, improved maintenance of the exercise
equipment would be appreciated.
The existing items of physical training are brillant. More such items could be added
I would say the exercise equipment around the lake path needs upgrading. My daughter likes to use some
as we walk around, tho they're not sized for use by children or small people.
Would love simple exercise benches that can be used for lots of things (benches without backs) .
The outdoor gym needs regular maintainance
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Paths
Wider path would be amazing
Widening of the circulation path is not necessary.

9
5

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Widening of the primary circulation path around the lake: This should be a priority as the existing path is not
wide enough for wheelchairs or prams moving in opposite directions to comfortably pass each other.
Pathways are adequate except for the narrow older southeastern section. I wouldn't like to see the
remainder widened or replaced unless damaged.
Widening the path would detract from the green look, no more concrete is necessary.
Definitely would not like paths to be widened to encourage more cyclists -- this would affect safety and
tranquility of our small lake.
A cycle/running path around the bollards at the edge of the reserve this allows dog walkers and the elderly
to walk the existing path without getting in the way of fast bikes and runners.
Build a new cycle path outside the wooden boundery fence of trhe park
A pathway on the external perimeter to increase walking length would be good, rather than walking on the
lawn.
Instead of widening the footpath, it may be better to add an extra path, for example you could add a cycle
path.
a path all the way around the outside would be nice (i.e. along rosewood)
Widening of the primary circulation path around the lake. Rather than doing this, I would rather see a
separate path around the perimeter for bikes etc.
There are signs at the lake indicating that cyclists should give way to pedestrians, this very rarely happens,
cyclists will not move over to accommodate pedestrians, it can be a dangerous act, there are many elderly
people in the FOOTpath, they are being made to make space on the footpath for cyclists, some of whom
come much too close for comfort. Personally I would like to see a seperate cycling path, it would be a much
safer option and everyone would be able to walk or cycle without any worries.
Another internal loop specific for kids leaning to ride bikes/ scooters rather than the main path.
it has become positively dangerous to walk with scooters & bikes tearing around ...serious injuries if not
fatalities are waiting to happen!
Could move main path away from playground towards lake to avoid congestion.
If the paths get widened, spray paint the distances back on to the paths as these were helpful to encourage
toddlers to walk/scoot to. :)

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Widening of circular path with designated cyclist pathway without impacting on surrounding trees
Some of the paths could be better arranged.
I like it the way it is, mainly, except wider footpaths would be helpful for gofer riders
walkpaths are not legally complying with dual path specifications for dual usage)
The path around the Lake needs to be widened and improved. Two lanes to be provided - one for cyclists,
children riding bikes/tricycles/scooters, and one for walkers and walking dogs. It is currently getting very
dangerous and the increase of children riding bikes, running etc and bike riders are compromising the safety
for others, dogs, wheelchair users and the elderly wanting to go for a leisurely stroll. I have had many near
accidents walking my elderly dog, and I would appreciate consideration of appropriate lines on the paths
and walkways to separate the activities. This will improve the safety for all enjoying the paths and
walkways.
Extend a path (or boardwalk with some seating) down and around edge of the wetland to create a closer
relationship with the water. Something that would make Jackadder Lake a little unique compared to your off
the shelf nature play parkland
I do laps of the lake daily. I appreciate a large portion of the path is shaded. Perhaps slightly wider path or
seperate lane for kids on bikes.
Pls widen the footpath. Fast and slow lane perhaps.
Widening of the primary circulation path around the lake- Strongly agree. Possibly even separate cycling
lanes/paths & walking lanes/paths to avoid the two 'meeting'.
Widening of the primary circulation path around the lake, as it is getting crowded with people and pets.
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In addition, I would like to suggest that the path around the lake be clearly marked with distance, for people
who like to run and walk around. There are some old markings but they are now faded and not clear. It
would be great to have a 'start, 500m and 1km' painted on the path. More intervals would be even better.
The most important thing for me is that the concrete path is kept to its current width so that it's possible to
keep to the softer surfaces if desired, which is far better for avoiding leg injuries, particularly when running.
Widen the plan to incorporate Tamarisk Reserve. This reserve, just adjacent to the lake is underutilised at
the moment. This should be incorporated into the plan by looking at placing the basket ball and netball
shooting area and extending picnic areas and facilities.
I am against widening the path as it will increase the traffic of bikes, skateboards etc even more and goes
against trying to to create a better habitation for the native birdlife.
Would be great to have wider pathway to fit wider prams and have space for other people to walk around.
Signs on the walk way around the lake could remind cyclists to ring their bells when passing pedestrians - or
the path itself could be widened to provide for cyclists too.
Widening the primary circulation path around the lake would not be a good idea. Very few cyclists use this
path which is how we want it to stay. I wide path would be taken as a cycleway with disastrous (unsafe)
results.
The users have ordained it as a walking/running path only for which use its width is entirely sufficient.
a separate bicycle path around the perimeter of the park would be a great improvement. At the moment
the quite narrow path around the lake is shared by elderly walkers (some on walking frames), groups of
walkers (some quite selfishly spread across the entire path), joggers, small children, dogs and………cyclists.
Because of an apparent reluctance to ring their bells, one is frequently surprised to be overtaken by riders,
very few of whom stick to the speed limit. We’re only surprised that to date, at least to our knowledge,
there has not been a serious mishap, particularly involving elderly walkers
Accessibility for wheelchair users and prams would be improved if there are more connecting paths from
perimeter roads (eg Jackadder Way) to the primary circulation path. Currently access to the primary
circulation path for wheelchair users is essentially via the carparks which disadvantages local resident
wheelchair users who do not arrive by car.
Completely different track for dogs and their walkers.
No need to widen existing foot path. Currently adequate for two abreast and if more people, it’s ok to walk
on the grass along the footpath. Increasing footpath seems a waste of time, money and it would add to
more concrete.
Paths – The entry path at the south east corner of the reserve currently passes through the centre of the
playground. As this part of the path is frequently congested with prams, scooters, tricycles, bicycles, parents
small children and pets, a diversion to the path to skirt the playground area and join the main path would be
beneficial.
The installation of a smaller internal circulation path to be installed inside the existing path would be of great
benefit for smaller children riding bicycles, skateboards etc.The more mature walkers are often not aware of
these smaller vehicles coming up behind them and younger children are not always predictable. It is a
beautiful spot.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

There should be no increase in the area covered by concrete within the Reserve. There is a need, to at least,
attempt to maintain green areas in a suburb that is rapidly losing its tree cover to suburban house building.
However, it may be worthwhile considering a bicycle-pedestrian path around the reserve. There is currently
no formed foot-path around the reserve if there is public pressure for increased hard surface walking paths.
A multiuse path around the boundary of the Reserve would take pressure of the current path and also
encourage cyclist not to use the current path and provide a longer walking path for those wanting more
exercise around the Reserve. This multiuse path would have a higher priority on the Rosewood Avenue side
of the reserve between Jackadder Way and Birchwood Avenue. The path on the other side of the road is
narrow for both pedestrian and cyclist usages. This new pathway would allow improved cycle access from
the Herdsman Lake bicycle paths to the Woodlands area.
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Widen the existing path by at least 2 metres. The present path is far too narrow for walkers and cyclist. 2
walkers walking side by side sometimes with a dog leave little room for a cyclist to pass. My wife has been
knocked to the ground from behind by a 4 year old cyclist riding far too fast (No parent in sight)
Remove the path altogether (no path in 1975)
Not sure whether the pathway needs to be widened as it can become busy, but most users are very
accommodating. Perhaps if widening is to occur, commence between the playground and local shops (on
the south-side). This is probably the busiest part of the circuit.
However, the widening of the pathways would surely lead to increased use of electric scooters, skateboards
and road bikes on paths that effectively limit use in the main to walkers, wheelchairs and children of all ages.
Nothing should be allowed on the paths travelling faster than brisk walking speed.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Widening the main path – Path width at present is not uniform and widening of the narrower sections to
match the wider sections I would consider to be adequate. Widening beyond this may tend to promote
excessive speeds by bicycles, scooters and skateboards which at this time are only an occasional problem.
I would like to see the footpaths widened so bikes can pass walkers with ease.
Need more controls over fast moving bikes and skateboards. Currently can be dangerous particularly to
older pedestrians.
Remove the 10km signs. They are useles. 4 and 5 Year old cuclist don't know the meaning and older cyclist
just ignore them
Motorised scooters etc should have reinforcement to keep under 10 kpm and wear helmets

Public Toilets
the addition of new toilets - to be cleaned regularly.
More toilets
Would also be nice to have an additional toilet facility close to the bbq's on the western side
Toilet required N W area, or locate in Tamarisk, existing services in former child care centre.
there also needs to be a toilet ablutions facility on the Blackbutt road side as well as many parents hold kids
birthday parties etc over that side but there is no facilities.
Toilet required in Tamarisk way. area N W Awaiting notification re changes !!!
please consider a refresh for the toilet block. It's very dark and dirty
It needs better toilet facilities with proper children's nappy changing facilities - and perhaps for disabled
older children and adults - see also my reference to the all abilities play ground at Nedlands which allow for
older people who might need special toilet facilities.

The size and classification of Jackadder
Lake Reserve does not justify additional
toilet facilities.

13

The toilet block is awful to use. As a parent (with a pram and young children) it is almost impossible to use or
access, and unpleasant. It is not pram accessible. There are no baby change facilities, and the locks are often
broken. Although the insects are probably unavoidable, they could be regularly cleaned, or if the block was
enclosed as opposed to open air, it may assist. As a parent of twins with a side by side pram, going to the
toilet meant waiting for the disabled toilet, navigating the poor footpath and door. Or leaving my children
unattended in front of the female toilet because we couldn't fit (no pram can!) and it has a step to get
inside...

The public toilets are currently being
refurbished and improved. Works are
scheduled to be completed in May.

The toilets aren't nice. I prefer the individual toilet option at the Scarborough beach - however they need
ongoing maintenance as people don't look after them either.
An improvement to the toilet facilities would be amazing. They are so gross we avoid them at all cost.
Individual toilets like the ones at Perry Lakes Reserve would be ideal.
The toilet aren't nice enough. Mosquitos and spiders everywhere. The toilet pans, doors all need an
upgrade. Children refuse to use it.
Upgrade and expansion of toilet facilities. They are badly needed.

Lighting
Better lighting around the walk path would be great to allow later walks in winter especially.
During night time is important to have lights we often hear people doing noise and also the other day a car
was dropping eggs to the children walking around including once to my son at 6.30 pm
There is NOT enough lights around the pathway. If it early morning you have to walk on the road.

10

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

There isn't adequate lighting for those who walk at night, it feels unsafe especially near the playground
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Would LOVE to see some lighting in/under the trees around the Lake. This would create an ambience and
atmosphere for all to enjoy.
Haven't been down during the evening for a while, however maybe lighting should be looked at. Again,
something slightly unique, for example up-lighting of some of the trees along with the standard lighting
required for safety etc.

City Response

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Please widen and install good quality lighting all the way around the main circulation path. Many members
of the community would like to exercise and walk their dogs in the evening. This will also increase safety
and deter anti-social behaviour around Jackadder Lake. Please install good quality lighting in the carparks.
There is regularly burglary and other anti-social behaviour in the carparks.

Traffic/Crossing
Zebra/raised pedestrian crossing to Woodlands Shopping Centre
Reduce speed on Birchwood Ave
Traffic calming on all streets around Jackadder
Traffic calming on Birchwood
Reduce speed on all streets around lake

11
3
3
3
2

As part of the project, there is a great opportunity to create a stronger link to the Tamarisk Way Park. It
would be great to narrow the road, and have a raised road crossing, to link Tamarisk Way Park to Jackadder
Reserve. There could be a running path which extends across the road at Tamarisk Way Park.
Is it reasonable to make the Speed of 40 on the ways around Lakeside (except Rosewood Ave) because
there would be some people going across these road? Thanks:)
Safer road crossing facility on north west side of lake near roundabout on Birchwood. Lots of dogs, kids and
elderly people cross there to access the Lake.
If you are upgrading the informal verge parking (or even if not) some traffic moves at inappropriately high
speed along Jackadder Way – particularly in morning and evening peaks times – and measures to manage
this speed would have merit for families with toddlers/young children using the verge parking as well as
local householders with young grandchildren (such as myself).

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

If there's anything planned for the north west or north sides of the lake - bear in mind the traffic congestion
already being caused for locals and visitors on the west side with the extension of Woodlands Shopping
Centre and the parking that's now allocated all along Tamarisk Way? I accept the development and amenity
has changed significantly, of course, since my family built our house here in 1972. Traffic intensity on
Tamarisk Way near where I am leaves me feeling now, sadly, as if I live in a carpark. Consideration of the
increasingly built up nature of parking here would be gratefully received. Thank you.
Living across the road from the lake it concerns me the high speed of vehicles that travel on Blackbutt road
with the amount of small children around, as well as the regular dead water birds we see on Blackbutt road.
The reserve and the residents would benefit If the west end of Blackbutt rd and the south end of jackadder
way were both no through roads allowing for quieter and safer enjoyment for visitors, residents and wildlife,
while still allowing access via the eastern end of Blackbutt road.

Other Infrastructure
A jetty would be awesome
A walking bridge over the Lake.
I would like to see a small walk-way into the lake itself on the island side
Do not put a bridge to the island in the lake
A few more viewing platforms around lake
I'd love to see a bike repair station
I love the reserve for its openness and peacefulness. I would hate to see it cluttered up with facilities that
are available elsewhere, because people think every space needs to be activated. Being able to contemplate
is important too.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Please preserve the Lindsay Gardiner memorial on the eastern side of the lake - there are some of us who
remember him, his interest in the lake area and the tragic circumstances of his demise!
Def needs things for older kids.
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A good asset would be the construction of an exposed aggregate concrete ramp from the grassed level into
the lake water on the western side of the lake. A handrail would be an additional asset to help people launch
their various boats without stumbling over rocks and tree roots. The ramp would help stabilise the
embankment soil. Many of the sailing community are in their senior years and/or have disability issues
which makes current access to the water's edge extremely difficult and unsafe.
It's a gorgeous spot; friends who come over say 'Why did I know not about this?'. The thing that lets it down
is the state of the 2 buildings on the SE side - looking very ancient and 1970s
Keep all of the playground facilities on one side of the lake. Reserve the western side of the lake for open
grass areas where people can still enjoy kicking a ball around and not bother others.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

Too many signposts at the moment with often no consideration given to by general public (This include
mostly control of pets and speed observed on walkpaths by cyclists noting that same
Jackadder Lake reserve is getting busier each year to the extent it is getting over-utilised to the detriment of
the nature. Widening paths , more picnic facilities, basketball and netball shooting area clashes with habitat
improvements. If the CoS want to preserve some of the nature they should move more facilities such as a
playground, basketball/netball goal shooting to Tamarisk Park which is under-utilised.
The grass area on blackbutt road could be user more effectively, maybe turn to a picnic area, or dedicated
exercise area.

Minimise bike riding. I'm elderly and have had a few near misses with bikes.

Please install an AED defibrillator at the community picnic shelter. There are many community events held
at Jackadder Lake every week. In the event that a person has a heart attack at Jackadder Lake or in the
surrounding streets, an AED defibrillator can save their life. They are very rarely stolen or vandalised
(according to a recent conversation I had with the Medical Director of St Johns WA).

Regulation of bike use within parks is
outside of the scope of the landscape
plan, however ways to minimise conflict
will be considered.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

An amazing nature area that we are very lucky to have and is well utilised by the public of all ages.
Accessible defibrillator as this is an exercise area used by many elderly.
Swooping magpies are a safety concern at certain times of year, which affects use of the SE corner.

Risk reduction due to magpies swooping is
part of the City's ongoing wildlife
management.

My family loves this reserve. it's been our favourite since we moved to Perth, and my husband and I chose to
get married there, so it's special to us. We have a family ritual of spending time there, walking around the
lake and always telling our children about our wedding as we walk past the spot (NE side of lake), so I hope
that spot doesn't become unrecognisable.

Noted.

Jackadder Lake is a rare, peaceful nature reserve. It does not seem in line with Stirling's 'green' policy that it
be destroyed with additional man-made infrastructure.
We are therefore not in favour of extra BBQs or
sports facilities requiring infrastructure like basketball or netball courts. There are other options for people
interested in this. Jackadder is a rare lake reserve with an abundance of wildlife and must be preserved.
Adding man-made infrastructure would be a serious step backwards and drive wildlife away.
I would like to see the reserve retained as a gentle place. Many older people and young families walk around
the Lake every day and it's a tranquil and calm environment without lots of fast bikes and other activity that
other walking areas have - I avoid those places especially when taking my elderly mother for a walk. I think it
doesn't need to be activated or make to be more exciting, just a few small improvements to the path etc
would be fabulous.

Will be taken into consideration as the
landscape plan is developed.

I think it is important to keep the general relaxed feel of the lake. Providing additional facilities is great but I
don't think we should over do it. We need to make sure we still keep the focus being a nature
reserve/outdoor area for people to enjoy rather than fill it with equipment, undercover areas, bbqs etc.
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Do you have any additional comments about the reserve in general?

No. of
Responses

City Response

Covid and an increase in infill housing means Jackadder can't cope with the number of people using it. The
toilets are an eyesore and inhabited by homeless and druggies, and the rubbish bins are overflowing by
lunchtime on a weekend. adding more attractions will attract more people which can't be managed.
preserve and maintain the existing infrastructure and protect the wildlife and local amenity.

Other/General
Unclear if City is pitching this improvement plan as a Local, DIstrict or Regional facility

Jackadder Lake Reserve is a district
reserve with a regional playground.

Anyhow, what is the capacity (planned, provided for and actual) of Jackadder Lake?

District reserves have a catchment of
800m, encompassing the surrounding
suburbs. This is reflected in the
distribution of comments received.

It is a fantastic facility but please do not complicate it by spending unnecessarily, it doesn't need improving please use the funds to give our neighbours underground power - much more important!
I would prefer that the funds be invested into underground power in our neighbouring suburbs. This I feel is
far more important that your current reserve improvement project.
As I and some other dog walkers looked at the notices on display at the lake this morning we all agreed,
without exception, that change is not really necessary. It is a small, quiet lake with good amenities as is and
monies could possibly be better spent by the City on sustainability matters and, to the extent that it is
possible for the City, facilities for the homeless.

The playground and exercise equipment
are at their end of life and need to be
replaced. Those works, as a minimum,
are required.

CCTV coverage over the playground, parking and toilet areas would also make people feel safer here.
there have been more break ins around the park
Would be great to have security cameras, particularly in the car parks

The number of incidents reported to both
the City and WA Police do not justify
installation of CCTV at this location.

the recent security upgrades have been welcome. With recent break ins I didn't feel safe parking my car.
Jackadder Lake is a wonderful resource for the community and most park users seem to value it for what is
and has to offer. The problem the community now faces is that competing demands might lead to the loss of
its under-appreciated benefits. For that reason, the provision of a bird watching hide and more wild life
information might 'signal' its value as a nature reserve whilst continuing efforts aimed at improving
accessibility and the usefulness of exercise and play equipment.
Parents need to watch their children. Last time we were there, children were rude and swearing at others
around the play equipment.
The sewerage pump station is always smelly, Water Corporation should be approached to see if there is
anything they can do
Concluding I would just re-iterate that the CoS in trying to consider all views may end up with pleasing noone. The CoS seems not to be sure if it wants a reserve to increase habitat or to increase patronage of the
area. If the CoS wants the latter then it should look at providing better facilities at Herdsman but keep it in
keeping with the environment.
Proposed plan for Jacadder Lake reserve appears to be well thought out at this point and we are in
agreement with plan , but, it should be open for review on a annual basis. We welcome opportunity to
comment and kept informed.

Noted.

Beyond the scope of the landscape plan.
Noted.

Noted.

This consultation was triggered by
renewal of key facilities at the reserve.
Facilities aren't renewed often enough to
justify an annual review.
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JACKADDERLAKERESERVELANDSCAPEPLANPublicConsultationOct/Nov2021

SubmissionfromWoodlandsDoubleviewProgressAssociation

TheWoodlandsDoubleviewProgressAssociationmeton10thNovember2021anddiscussedtheabove
plan.AttendeesagreedthatJackadderLakeReserveiswellͲusedandwellͲloved,andwereappreciativeof
theopportunitytocontributetofutureplanning.

Belowarethesuggestionsagreedtobythemeeting.

TOILETS
x AsecondtoiletblockorecoͲtoiletisneeded
x Placeindifferentlocationfromtheexistingone–ideallynorthͲwestsideofthereserve.
x Toiletsattwolocationswouldaidtheolderandtheveryyoungvisitorswhowalk/cycle/playall
aroundlake.

WALKINGPATH
x Currentwidthisappropriate,noneedforwidening,exceptforashortsectionsouthofthelake
whichisnarrowerthantherest.
x Possiblyputsolarlightingalongthepath.
x Installanotherdrinkingfountainneartherotundaonwestsideoflake.

PARKING
x Thereisnoneedtoformalisethevergeparkingneartheplayground–existingparkingworkswell.
x Thecarparkonthewestsideofthelake(BirchwoodAve)needstobeextended.Itisusedto
capacityonweekendsandcarsdoubleͲparkandoverflowhaphazardlyontovergeandgrass,
whichisdangerousonthisbusyroad.
x Extensionshouldbetonorthofexistingcarparktodiscouragerestaurantpatronsfromfillingit.

PLAYGROUND
x Forsafety,afenceorotherbarriershouldbeerectedbetweenplaygroundandvergeparking
alongJackadderWay
x MaterialsusedinproposedplaygroundreplacementneedtosuitthenatureͲbasedhabitateg
rope,woodorwoodlookͲaͲlike.
x ShouldincorporatesomeactivitiesforolderchildrenegropeclimbingͲframes,flyingͲfox
x Additionalsmallerplaygroundinanotherlocation,possiblynorthͲwestoflakenearproposednew
toilet

PICNIC/BBQAREAS
x Asecondarypicnic/bbqarea,possiblyinnorthͲwestsectionofthereserve,neartheproposed
secondtoiletandproposedextendedcarͲparkalongBirchwoodAve.
x Possiblyasmallplaygroundthere.

MAINCOMMUNITYPICNICSHELTER
x ThisiswellͲusedbuttoosmallandunappealing.
x Needstobeextended,possiblywithpergolas/verandahsandplantingstosoftentheappearance.
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SEATING
x Morebenchseatsaroundlake,closetopath,especiallyforoldervisitors
x Morecoveredpicnictablesscatteredthroughout

PERTHRADIOSAILINGCLUB
x Radiosailingofmodelboatsenchancestheamenityofthereserveandissupportedbythe
WoodlandsDoubleviewProgressAssociation.
x Someofthesuggestionsabovewouldalsoaidsailingclubmembersandspectators:additional
toiletnorthͲwestofreserve;additionaldrinkingfountainnearrotundaonwestside;carͲpark
extensionnorthwardsalongBirchwoodAve.
x Additionalseatinginthevicinity

Thankyou


Submission to City of Stirling for The
Jackadder Lake Reserve Landscape
Plan, by Perth Radio Sailing Club
Perth Radio Sailing Club (PRSC) has been sailing at Jackadder Lake for
approximately 40 years in what is clearly an environmentally sustainable
manner, in that its activities do no harm to the lake, the wildlife and the wider
Reserve in its role as a nature reserve and as a community facility. Our activities
have always been a well-known and popular activity for the local community to
observe and participate in, and a number of our sailing members are local
residents and City of Stirling ratepayers. We believe, as a group, that we are one
of the primary promoters of the value of the Reserve in the City, as well as being
one of the primary beneficiaries of the availability of the asset to us. We are of
the view, based on our 40 years’ experience, that the Reserve’s ongoing role as
a community asset, as a nature reserve and as a flood mitigation device, will not
be negatively impacted by the adoption of any of the suggestions we make
below for its improvement as a community asset.
This submission, from Perth Radio Sailing Club and in conjunction with Taskforce
72, is focused on the Jackadder Lake Reserve’s southern and western sides,
including the lake shoreline on those sides, and the lake itself. The clubs’
activities are entirely on those sides of the reserve and are not impacted by the
land uses on the rest of the reserve. Both clubs are supportive of the retention
of the northern and eastern shorelines and the lake island in their existing
states, or of any developments, currently unknown, that might occur there.
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Suggestions
Western Side:
1. More car parking. Enlargement of the existing car park to include another
10 vehicles would be valued. The existing car park is always full,
particularly since some bays were redirected towards disabled use and the
increasing overflow of parking from the shopping centre. The current
informal use of the grass verge near the car park for overflow parking
could also be better facilitated by the replacement of the road kerb with a
lower, more gradually rising kerb shape that will assist smaller vehicles to
park on the verge without underbody damage.
2. Toilet facilities close to the car park, to reduce the need for Reserve users
to walk right around the lake to the existing facilities on the eastern side
or, more commonly, to cross the road to use the shopping centre toilets.
A small toilet block near the existing barbeque area on the western side
would be popular.
3. Better boat launching facilities for the use of the clubs, both of which need
to launch and retrieve their radio controlled boats on the western
shoreline. Radio controlled boating on the lake is a major and popular
community activity and needs to be carried out safely at all times –
launching and retrieval is the aspect of radio sailing that can create safety
issues. The present boat launching area is sloping and very uneven due to
exposed tree roots and protruding rocks and constitutes a hazard for
members. See further details below.

Western and Southern Shores and Southwest Corner
4. Tree management. The planting and growth of trees on the western shore
and in the southwest corner of the Reserve has, over the years, reduced
the amenity of the reserve and for lake users in particular. The trees are
not native to this area and have grown far larger than would naturally be
the case, causing major problems for RC yachting on the lake. We suggest
a return to earlier, more natural conditions with removal of a number of
the largest trees along or near that shoreline, and regular underside
pruning of the remaining trees up to 2,700 mm from ground level, and
with no additional tree plantings. These actions will allow the breezes to
flow across the lake more naturally, to the benefit of RC sailing and with
no disadvantage to any other Reserve users.
5. Reed management. The planted reeds along the southern and western
shores are currently allowed to grow unchecked and routinely grow to
over 2 metres in height above the water. At that height, the reeds block
the view of the lake for any passer-by and critically inhibit the view of
certain sections of the lake for radio sailors. We recommend that regular
trimming of the reeds would enhance the amenity of the lake considerably
for all users, and regular trimming back to 1.2 metres along the southern
shoreline in particular would assist radio sailing significantly, again with no
deleterious effect on any other user group.
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6. Lake management. The depth of the lake is a variable that affects its use
as a nature reserve, as a flood mitigation device and as a
playground/sports venue and it is appreciated that the City does not have
full autonomy in deciding the depth of the water in the lake. Nevertheless,
all desired outcomes can be achieved at the right depth and we submit a
request that the lake be maintained at least at 7.2 m AHD, (its current
approximate depth) and preferably 7.4 m AHD throughout the year. This
allows radio sailing to continue throughout the year and minimises the
growth of aquatic weed in summer, which can otherwise ruin sailing
activities for months at a time until the weed dies and is removed from
the lake. As a nature reserve, it is not permitted to use chemical means of
controlling the weed but maintaining the depth works nearly as well. It is
also noted that the lake is gradually silting up and getting shallower in
certain areas, so dredging is suggested to increase the depth of the lake
again, which would also enhance its flood mitigation capacity and its weed
growth control capabilities.

7. Additional infrastructure
a. Additional BBQs on the western side, with shade cloth coverage.
b. Additional seats and picnic tables around the southern and western
shoreline, to allow the community to watch and enjoy the sailing
from closer vantage points.
c. Provision of a drinking water fountain/outlet near the gazebo on the
western shore.
d. As our activities are considered an attraction for the community,
the erection of a small informative sign in the vicinity of the
western car park promoting the activities of PRSC and Taskforce 72
with activity times for both.
e. Revised treatment of the southwestern corner of the lake to make it
easier for radio sailors, passers-by and general community to enjoy
the asset of the Reserve e.g. with a realignment of the walking path
from the western car park to the southern car park close to the
shoreline for better viewing of the wildlife, and a retaining wall
along the lake edge as the boundary. This would modernise the
shoreline, giving the community direct and up-close access to the
lake and aquatic wildlife. Alternatively, a raised boardwalk along the
southern shore, providing an elevated viewing platform and
protection of the flora and fauna on the water's edge. (Such a
concept might obviate the need for regular reed trimming.)

Better Boat Launching Facilities (on the western shoreline)
A more permanent solution would be greatly appreciated. For example:
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1. A ramp, at an angle to the existing slope, reducing the incline and
assisting the launching of larger models. Safety requirements would
include the need for a non-slip surface on the ramp.
2. A floating pontoon/jetty design, fixed to the shore. Safety
requirements would include a 75 mm edge rail to prevent wheelchair
overrun.
3. Extension of the existing steps to below the low water mark. Safety
requirements would include non-slip surfaces and possibly handrails.
4. A dedicated boat launching ‘harbour’, whereby the natural shoreline is
replaced with a harbour wall beside which the lake bottom is
dug/dredged out so the water is deep enough for RC boats to sail or
motor right up to the wall without running aground.
Note that these suggestions cover a range of launching/retrieving activity types
and no one option handles all ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ launching requirements. PRSC and
Taskforce 72 are happy to discuss each option in greater depth with the City to
determine the best combination.
Perth Radio Sailing Club appreciates the opportunity to provide a submission on
a matter close to its heart and to contribute positively when the City has
requested input prior to planning the future of the Jackadder Lake Reserve. We
understand that not all suggestions can be accommodated in the landscape plan
and would be very keen to work with the City more closely to further detail the
various suggestions made to assist in their appropriate prioritisation in a draft
plan.
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Task Force 72, a scale Model Ship Club and also Perth Radio Controlled Yacht Club
I’d like to comment below, on the facilities involving our Club, Task Force 72 please. Task Force 72,
a scale Model Ship Club and also Perth Radio Controlled Yacht Club have some senior less agile
Members attending our sailing days. The present boat launching area is sloping and very uneven due
to exposed tree roots and protuding rocks and constitutes a hazard for Members. A temporary solution,
covering the rocks and tree roots with sand, was unsuccessful for two reasons:
1. Young children treated the sand as a beach.
2. The sand washed into the lake over the winter period.
A more permanent solution would be greatly appreciated. For example:
1. A ramp, at an angle to the existing slope, reducing the incline and assisting the launching of larger
models, or
2. A floating pontoon/jetty design, fixed to the shore.
The City previously advised they were seeking a permanent solution but we have not been advised of
any progress? To our knowledge, the two Clubs are the only recreational organisations using the lake for
our hobbies. We do experience a lot of public interest on sailing days with families and walkers watching
the sailing and interacting with members. Further, we interact with families by allowing (under Members
supervision) children to sail a smaller radio-controlled fishing boat, which they enjoy; a genuine fun
activity for all. We look forward to working with the City to achieve a satisfactory solution.
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Do you have any comments to add about the existing playground?

multiple
comments

General
Great little playground, but seems a bit tired now
Seems perfectly adequate
Needs to be maintained regularly.
Very popular with kids
It shouldn't be any larger
I would love to see the playground upgraded. It is well used.
Not enough
The current playground is great, my kids absolutely love it there!
Could be improved.
It seems fine, perhaps a little on the large size already
Actually like the current playground, pretty safe for little kids to run around
The playground is great. People travel to Woodlands just to use it.
Leave the whole place as natural as possible
Not sure why needs upgrading. Seems OK
needs upgrading - see new playground at Lake Munger Reserve
They should been maintained.
Love having it thank you for building it!
Great facility
No ' it seems to be well used
It's great for all ages
We take our three young grandchildren to the playground periodically and the play facilities are adequate, in
fact, during the week I have never seen it overcrowded.
I no longer have young children so I Don't use it, it appears to be well used and the equipment appears to be
adaquate.
It's lovely and nice and big- lots of children can play at any time.
It was a good playground at the time it was built, but could definitely be improved upon now
Good playground considering It's not nature play
it is adequate for the number of children using during the week, holiday periods they are in greater demand
It's great and very well used every day
Don't be scared to to spend some money.
The playground is fine. Any upgrade is a "don't mind".
I wouldn't like to see an explosion of public activity. The amenity suits the feel and the area. As a resident, I really
don't mind how it is. Perfect!
Yes too big an area and hardly used.
The playground is not very imaginative for children.
I Don't use it, but it seems like there are lots of kids on there everytime I go past. It's clearly very popular.
Have not used playground for many years as my children have grown but it looks a good playground my kids
loved it
Fit for purpose
It is a good playground. When we have taken grandchildren there they always enjoy it. It has a good variety of
equipment, and all of them are used. There is nothing that the children avoid.
Kids and parents enjoy it a lot. When our kids were smaller we enjoyed it too.
It's a good size as it is
Happy with current playground
Just right
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Do you have any comments to add about the existing playground?

multiple
comments

The existing playground is old out dated, dirty and has mould. Seriously needs updating urgently for the number
of children using it every day and as the surrounding suburbs are experiencing a "baby boom".
Worn out, looking old. Way too busy on the weekends for such a small playground.
It's really run down and is not maintain well. There is damage to the flooring, slides and other parts of
equipment.
Needs updating, safety issues
needs to be maintanied a bit more, however great playground and a key focus area for kids
The exisiting playground is not fit for purpose. It is old and broken and not suitable for children to play in
The equipment could benefit from some maintenance
Needs updating and maintenance. There are holes in the rubber ground material and the kids bridge has never
been replaced when it broke. Holes in the shade cloth.
General maintenance issues Quite a few magpies around the area.
The playground needs to be regularly maintained and is in great need of an upgrade
Accessibility
Could be improved to be more inclusive and accessible for all abilities play.
The existing playground is quite old however the main issue is the total lack of inclusiveness there is no disability
play equipment such as a wheelchair swing. Our daughter is in a wheelchair but is excluded from being able to
actively participate on any play equipment this needs to be addressed.
The current playground has not been maintained. But it is an excellent playground for ALL ages, ramps make the
upper levels accessible to younger children. Many parks are too "advanced" for pre school aged children. The
loss of the bridge and lack or replacement made the large curly slide almost inaccessible to children who couldn't
climb a ladder.
It is long overdue for a replacement and upgrade, ask any parent and they will agree. I personally think the
universal access design of the playground could be done much better, I am not a fan of all the ramps.

5

Love the playground, it has different play equipment for all ages, lots of ramps and platforms and slides which
gives kids lots of exciting ways to play yet is also safe enough for independent play. And also great for less mobile
or pregnant adults to get up there to help with smaller children. I love this playground has soft matting underfoot
rather than sand everywhere, It's much easier for use, for babies to crawl and play on (unlike sand) and for little
ones running around. Also easier and more stable footing/access for people with mobility issues.
Ground Surfacing
I love that it has playground matting for toddlers and a sand section for the bigger kids. Also love the levels and
ramps of the playground for young kids and older kids.
Needs upgrading and not have sand at the bottom but the soft playground astroturf
Great to have sand rather that rubber
It really needs a update with some Softer padding around it as my 15 month old hurts herself falling ove
rhnnning around excited
It's very slippery especially if there is sand on the little slop at the beginning.
I like there is lots of options for different aged kids. Love the soft matting floor opposed to the sand where the
swing is located.
Good to have sand and non sand surfaces
The rubber softfall needs to be replaced. I would much rather see sand or mulch rather than rubber.
Please keep the same soft fall ground covering
I like the rubberised ground
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Do you have any comments to add about the existing playground?

multiple
comments

Too much sand
Prefer areas with less sand for kids with disabilities who struggle to walk in the sand.
Existing playground is run down and needs repairs to the soft landing surface and the bridge. The dark green
ground gets very hot in the summer sun.
like that it has soft fall and sand.
Target user age
It's pretty good for younger children.
Needs some things added for older kids

6
4

Equipment is looking a little dated. However what is currently there is a good variety for a wide range of ages.
We absolutely love the playground here. It's the perfect playground for all age kids especially those aged 2-4. Our
daughter and her friends of the same age love running up the ramp and It's one of the only play grounds they can
play without us hovering! The ramp and size of the slides are perfect.
The playground is excellent because there are options for all age groups. I think if you were to change it it would
be nice if thisb age range was still accommodated. Although I guess there isn't a great deal for older primary kids which could be looked at.
Always loved that it caters for both toddlers and bigger kids. Loved the ramp when my kids were younger - not
many playgrounds cater for small kids to access them with a ramp
I think it's great that it has areas that suit different ages from babies to tweens.
It's great that it has the little toddler playground next to the bigger playground - It's unique to have a set up that
is safe and age appropriate for an 18 month old and that's why we love going
Something for older kids over 6! Basketball and Netball court is a great idea. As is a tennis wall to hit against. I
would use that! Bike and scooter fake road with stop and go signs would be fun also.
Some equipment needs to be updated to suit requirements of the young children
Good mix of small toddler and older kid equipment
Love that is caters to all ages and abilities
This is intensively used. I've noticed that different aged children don't mix well at this facility. The very young 12 30 months (approx) are quite intimidated by pre-schoolers 36 - 60 months (approx). This had led to effective
access for different age groups being time dependent: mornings for very young, afternoon for pre-schoolers. In
short, age-specific separation of equipment is quite poor. Given the numbers using the play equipment the space
allocated is too small and in the case of the very young not safe enough.
I think it is clever the way it is designed for multi ages
The playground is fantastic for children from toddlers to primary school aged. Would really love for any
improvements made keep it this way and smaller children are not disadvantaged. The current playground could
do with a clean. Bring the bridge back.
Having equipment aimed at a variety of ages is great
Good variety of equipment and enjoyed by younger children.
Only aimed at the very young
Great to have a smaller toddler playground separate to the child playground
It is very old. Definitely needs an upgrade! It is good as it is appropriate for a variety of ages.
It is in dire need of a big overhaul, parts are broken eg the bridge and it hasn't been replaced. needs more
variety for mixture of age groups,
It's nice enough but is pretty basic and for younger children.
basic, metal, only for little kids
Yes it needs to be maintained better and updated, but still for the same age range
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multiple
comments

It needs massive renovations. It would benefit from inclusions for slightly older children, such as climbing frames.
The existing playground is great for younger kids, but there always seems to be something broken.
This playground is extremely outdated and it is hard to supervise small children there due to low visibility. It is
often broken and the ground cover has perished/is eroding. It can get extremely busy as the features are old
fashioned and only allow single function play. It is also most suited for very small children, with older primary
children not having many options for play on the current set up.
Play Equipment
The swings have a lovely view over the lake, especially at sunset.
More swings would be great as It's so popular.
My kids miss the bridge that was taken down! It's good that there is equipment for different aged kids but maybe
some of the monkey bars could be lower for littler kids?
not enough swings.
It can be very busy especially swing area
maybe could be more swings like the spiderweb styles
Would be great to have some more swings.
It's a great playground with multiple things to do, however there is always a line for the swings
It is a shame the walking bridge has been taken away and not replaced to connect the large play ground. I think
the hanging and swinging equipment is too high. The picnic table in the middle of the play area could be bigger
there is wasted space in the middle there
The sandy swing area could fit more swings they are always very popular and it's a large space.
outdated. Monkey bars and flying fox are all too high for kids
My kids love the monkey bars
More monkey bars would be awesome
It's old and never gets cleaned. I used to play on it as a kid over 20 years ago and It's still the same with the same
stain on the slide. Also the alphabet board is stuck on backwards, hard to teach a kid the alphabet when it is
backwards for them to read. A good comment is that it is reasonably close to the ground for falls unlike other
playgrounds.
There aren't enough swings. It's a bit old fashioned.
Good ramp option
Would like more strenuous activity equipment pieces (I.e a chin up bar)
The existing playground seems just fine. It is well utilised and provides for a range of ages. The adjacent open
areas are also well utilised. Needs annual replacement of awnings and maintenance of sand but rather see
money spent on these things than wasted on an unneeded upgrade.
The current playground is not exciting for the kids, and often the kids wander off and start play by the lake or
pulling branches from the near by trees, as they are bored with the playground.
The swings and monkey bar section are ok, however these could all be upgraded to make it more exciting, and
for a wider range of agers.
Toddlers love the long ramp (Inc the noise of it). Monkey bars / flying foxes are all too high for smaller children
(need a mix?).
Neds regular top up of fresh sand.
it's better to replace the old facilities at the playground with new facilities, and make the playground a little bit
bigger in half than the current one, while don't have to make them too big, such as 2 times larger than before.
Thanks :)
Could do with more apparatus
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multiple
comments

Amount of equipment is just right. Having more will impact on noise and quality of life of surrounding houses
When I first came to woodlandsin 1994 , there was an adventure playgroud, it was a lot of fun for my children,
challenging them both physically and mentally. Now the playground is quite lackluster seemingly geared for
under 5 year olds. I would like to see equipment or facilites that better cater to children of multiple ages. It is
understandable about space and modern safety concerns, but some creativity is much needed.
Large sand pit is good. Location is good.
Very old but love the ramps and amount fo slides. It's also one of very few shaded parks
We love the long zigzag ramp on the current playground.
The little shop area is a big hit with heaps of kids.
Needs upgrade, love the up/down thing, great size, love that there is things fir young kids and older kids.
It doesn't seem to be maintained. The bridge never got replaced and now It's two seperate pieces.
Zipline?
Playground Support Infrastructure
More seating around it for parents
Needs to be enlarged - more seating around perimeter
Our children enjoy and they told me an idea. Maybe crazy but children have always idea. It is to put a bridge
between the park an the little island in the one. Even our youngest said a whole bridge from one side to the
other.
The playground is good it would be good an upgrade also benches so parents can seat around to look after the
children
More drink fountains would be well used
hate the rubbish visitors just drop anywhere ...no respect for the environment. I am always picking up cups,
plastic bags etc.
I quite like it as it is with main picnic shelter upgraded and perhaps more tables and seats in it.
The bathroom facilities are in dire need of updating to support the volume of families visiting the lake and
playground.
It is old and run down, new picnic facilities and toilets required It's time for a change and to make this spaced
attractive to families

3

A cleaning and refill of the sand would be good, It's half dirt. Also the nearby toilets are disgusting. Maintenance
of them would be appreciated and I would use the area more if I knew they were cleaned regularly.
Toilets are often out of order and dirty from leaves and sand blowing in
The current playground itself is fine. The picnic shelter and toilet facilities need an upgrade.
I like that It's a bit further away from the lake and path such that dog walking isn't disturbed and the birds aren't
too badly effected. The facilities seem great!
Move it away from the path or the path away from the playground - very congested in that area
the interaction of the foot/cycle path with the play ground is a bit poor, kids wander off and could be hit by a
bike. wider path near the play ground migh help.
Fencing
It needs to be fenced to stop children running down unattended to the lake and give parents peace of mind
The nearby lake means parents with young children have to be constantly vigilant - a wide, open but secure
fence around the larger playground area would be welcomed by parents with young children. Examples include
Hobart Street playground in North Perth and Yokine play space - two parks that my Scarborough-based mother's
group would choose over Jackadder Lake despite Jackadder being closer. The fences are not claustrophobic in
either of these examples as the fences are visually permeable and have a wide perimeter.

3
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When there are many small children using playground it is hard to have your eyes in all directions. With verge
parking so close and also water it would be good to have a dedicated fence around the playground with one gate
for in and out so small children cannot run off into danger.
In interest of safety for all users STRONGLY RECOMMEND TOTAL FENCING OF PLAYGROUND AREA.. allowing
ample room beyond equipment. This enables children to have a run around; with adults aware the children
cannot run out onto roads or wander off. I accept it is the parents/carers responsibility however similar
parklands in WHITEMAN PARK provide this and it is a wonderful assurance to parents/carers. It also provides a
fence to stop free roaming dogs running amongst families/children who may not like/scared of dogs. Dogs could
still be allowed inside BUT MUST ON LEADS.
As a mother who regularly spent time at this playground when my daughters were little, I think it would be
great/ more safe to include an area of playground with a fence to protect children from lake.
It would be great if there was a fence around the playground, especially as there are many young children using
the facilities (near water)
Shade
I like the shade.
Needs more shade
The shade is great, no hot exposed playground that can't be used.
Upgrade to equipment and facilities maintaining the shade and shelter
More UV sun protection for the kids
The plastic gets hot in the sun and It's too hot for little kids who are crawling or bare feet.
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A bit more shade in the playground would be nice, sometimes the metal slides and stairs are too hot for young
children if they touch with their hands, bare legs - particularly the area designed for very young children
Love all of the shade - big trees and shade sails.
Would love to see upgrades of the playground, as It's wearing out a lot. Nature play would be PERFECT and
PLEASE add trees for shading!!! Don't CHOP ANY existing trees. NO additional concrete work please. What I
found is new playground has forgotten how important trees are, as during summer it can be very hot. Having
trees around definitely makes it whole lot better.
Style
I'd like to see it updates to include nature play for children
It is still pretty good but is starting to age. It would be great to have a nature play playground, these are great and
my kids love them in other locations such as the new one at lake monger.
The existing playground would benefit from being removed and replaced with a larger nature-based playground.
It is old and very dated and only suits a narrow age range.

4
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I think it would be great to see a re-vap of the playground (more like the new lake monger playground). there
seems to be a shift towards the 'nature' playground and i think its great. Would suit the area.
Nature play would be great, a mini bike scooter track also
A nature playground would be lovely, but the one you have already does the job well.
Would love to see a new and updated playground similar to the new playground at Bibra Lake
Don't be railroaded by people who say there needs to be a nature playground. Some nature-inspired elements
would be good but there is still a place for "plastic fantastic".
Incorporate some nature play activities. Kids tend to gravitate towards the garden bed near rosewood (south of
the playground) and play in there.
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The playground is on the verge of unsafe and very dated. It would be great for an upgrade with perhaps an
added nature play especially so it would not be out of use for a long period of time.
Too old. Please built something similar to Jo Whitter All Abilities Play Space in Nedlands.
This is a playground I have used almost weekly for almost three years for my young granddaughter and more
recently her little sister. It has been a fantastic amenity for our family but it is dated and does not provide
children with the imaginative play opportunities that more contemporary more nature based play grounds now
offer.
The time has come to consider nature play in playground renewal projects.
A nature playground like lake Monga and mt hawthorn with flying fox
I love the traditional style playground but the current one is very badly maintained, becoming dangerous and
needs an upgrade.
Needs to be adventure playground to connect children with animals and environment
30 years ago Jackadder playground was amazing but it has never been upgraded and there are so many other
good playgrounds now. It needs to be bigger and perhaps have a nature playground added. Eg the all abilities
playground at Dalkeith is very good and up to date
Other
Needs lights, as our events are night time, the kids are still playing but in the dark.
It is good that all the facilities are in this 1 area and not spead around the entire lake. It is getting quite popular
especially on Jackadder Way and Birchwood Ave sides, so it will be nice to keep Blackbutt Road side undeveloped
and more for nature.
2 playgrounds across the lake would be nice.
Also like to see upgrade of facilities at Millet park
I love to see the wildlife protected and more made of the environment here. I would hope old growth trees
would not be ripped out as these are habitat for the wildlife that lives here and visits here (eg, red-tail black
cockatoo and Carnaby cockatoo). It was devastating to see so many trees cut down recently for the Morley
Dr/Wanneroo Rd intersection works. I'd hate to see similar actions taken if renovations are done at Jackadder
Lake. A hide or boardwalk to birdwatch would be fantastic. My family is really getting interested in that after
visits to Herdsman Lake.
Any changes should not make an environmental impact on wildlife
Need toilet facilities on the Birchwood Avenue end
I rarely go to Jackadder anymore because I find it sad and unpleasant. I used to go as a kid and I remember how
many more birds and frogs there were. It was also so nice having part of the lake without a path. Now you have
dogs, bikes, scooters racing around the path, dogs chasing birds, and so few reeds for wildlife shelter. It is not at
all relaxing or enjoyable anymore. We used to hear lots of frogs late winter/ early spring now we hear so few. It's
very sad.
Improvements for the model sailing club and attractive areas for similar activities
Quite large compared with the site purpose that is to preserve the wildlife
It's a shame when dogs aren't controlled and get in the way of kids running around sometimes making it
dangerous
Vehicular and pedestrian traffic has significantly increased over recent years, particularly since covid lockdown as
more people discovered the jacadder lake enclave. Increasing facilities would cause increase in traffic 2. During
the height of summer, the lake is often very low.
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Accessibility
Would like to see something that is all abilities, so something for everyone.
Would love to see some more accessible play equipment for disabled children, including swings, flying fox, and
more activity stations you can reach on the ground. Also think about how hard stairs and handrails are for
some children.
provisions for disabled children ( wheelchair access, equipment designed or friendly to disabled children and
parents/career)
Due regard and consideration of providing an All Inclusive Playground in the North West corner which caters
for people of all abilities providing stimulus and also quiet space - Yokine is a good example, Must include
toilets, BBQ & shelters and unfortunately low level perimeter fencing
There needs to be much better disability access. Including in the toilets.

4

Age considerations
A playground which has features for older children would also be good.
Cater for a range of age groups and zones for different energy levels.
Please consider designing some parts of the playground to suit tweens and teenagers, for example, a large and
challenging climbing frame. Refer to the Manjimup Timber and Heritage Park for ideas for an all ages
playground.
Needs to be able to accommodate older children eg climbing wall with soft ground (example at Whale
playground at Scarborough Beach) Perhaps a modified skateboard area ( example I have seen is at Yerrabi
Pond Gungahlin ACT).

8
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A nature based/focussed playground for older children (6-12) would be great. More climbing and challenging.
Playground is currently designed for younger kids so extend the playground with equipment for primary-aged
kids like a couple of large, round swings that can both swing and spin;
If you upgrade please make sure it's suitable for all age groups. Some of the newer playgrounds in surrounding
area are for older age groups.
If it can be designed to suit all ages that would be great. So many playground are best for 3/4 and above, but
it's great to have playground options for 1-2 year olds.
Make it toddler friendly
No larger than current, aimed at small children.
See comments above for context: better separation of age-appropriate equipment, more provided for the
youngest age cohort, 12-30 months. More shade for parents supervising children.
As my kids grow I notice there is less to keep them engaged at the lake (now 13 and 11). I wonder if another
area for older kids could be developed....they don't shoot baskets. The widening of the path would give more
provision for the kids to hoon on scooters and bikes though.... An old person lane and a young person lane :-)
Jackadder has always been fantastic for the little kids - Would absolutely love something for the bigger ones
e.g. bigger climbing things (Ninja style similar to Lake Monger) and also basketball rings.
More toddler sized equipment maybe?
Seperate section for younger children
The design needs to be suitable for tiny just mobile little ones as well as to have areas suitable for older
children.
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Could be increased in scale and offer more opportunities for play across more ages. Could include
opportunities for teens such as skate/wheeled sports
Keep it for the young and for families including the elderly. Teenagers can go to Scarborough foreshore for
skateboarding and bike riding. Certainly no basketball courts. There is already some trouble with hooliganism
and graffiti around the like. Please discourage opportunities for youthful gangs to gather. Keep the lake
reserve for quiet family time and for birds and turtles.
Please keep it with a small baby/toddler section.
It would be great to have a safe area for little kid to play and an area for bigger kids to be challenged too.
Make sure it caters for all age groups. Current playground could have more for the younger children (around
1.5-3yrs old) and the older ones (7-9). The separation is quite good between age spaces.
Better variety for older and younger kids. The little ones get trampled.
Make space for older kids and little babies.
Playground Equipment
There is going to be a new playground? Not sure how I feel about the current one being removed, it's such a
good playground. Or upgrades to the current one? Only thing I really wish for is more swings please! Kids love
swings. Could you have firm flat-seated swings for the non-infant seats rather than the soft floppy rubber? As
a woman/adult I find sitting in the soft rubber crushes my hips and makes it very uncomfortable to swing for
long, and I'd like to be able to swing next to my children.
Recommended features for a new playground include: water play, a flying fox, a variety of swings to suit
different ages, more shade and comfortable seating around the playground, a scooter/skateboard track (i.e.
pump track) around the perimeter of the playground, more water fountains, more attractive landscaping
plants.
Basketball and netball
More swings and definitely keep the ramps.
More swings!
Please keep swings!
Wheelchair accessible equipment Floor trampoline More swings Waterplay area Eco or natural equipment
Climbing Flying fox
A flying fox is great. Any water play activities are great for summer and hot weather. An automated water play
area with spurting jets like at hyde park is awesome for kids and adults! I would suggest keeping the original
playground and adding a different style playground in a different site.
A flying fox would be good
High frames covered with rope that kids can swing from and climb through and over; A tree house.
Adding a rollerskating or rollerblading area, some hoops for netball. Flying fox maybe.
Eco / adventure playground with zip line like at lake monger
I would love to see a young toddler specific play area, suitable swing with harness that they can't fall out of,
fenced, soft flooring, low equipment
basketball and netball hoops will definately be a hit along with a skatepark and more facilities across the road
in Teakwood Park (Tamarisk Way).
bike/scooter track
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Water play, taller climbing areas/slides, ninja/parkour area
Is there some way to incorporate a "track" for scooters and little bikes so that walkers are not so much on the
lookout for the little ones.
A big nest swing would be awesome
Making it more toddler accessible along with maybe a small water feature and or flying fox for all ages
The climbing area is adeequate. The swing area could have some improvement with additions.
More swings Keep monkey bars and flying fox A climbing frame (eg playground at The Island)
A couple of the existing slides have large drops - my children have hurt themselves on them. There are also no
monkey bars for little kids (although there are quite a few there). I think by the time they can use the monkey
bars they are too old to be interested? The playground at Bibra Lake is very good - maybe take some
inspiration from there? The kids can be there for hours.
Small waterplay area? Like a single pump/tap - similar to Floreat beach playground
A mix of toddler play equipment - actual play equipment! Not just flipping grass! - needs to be provided.
Toddler friendly swings and spring rockers, and small things to climb. Please Don't make it all with stone blocks
with pointy corners like Robinson Reserve or Wattle Reserve. My toddler was injured on those many times.
There also needs to be mixed equipment for bigger kids. For example, monkey bars, climbing ropes, big kid
swings or birds nest swings, and slides for all ages.
More swings are needed!
Bike and scooter path like a pretend road at Mc Donald Park in Hillary's
Spiderman climbing structure - like Millet Park
Having a whale ,similar to that at Scarborough Beach
More swings Less monkey bars
Parent/child swing, net swing. Some nature play. More similar to yokine reserve.
Add more swings if possible (there is usually a bit of a queue)
Some large rope play activities that are like spider webbs( majority of parks surrounding this place have them.
And also a flying fox would be a great addition.
Nature play design, water play, climbing elements, more swings, better shade sails and toddler area with fence
all around.
More swings
Large and long as the existing one is. Something high like Millet park for kids to climb and test themselves.
Modern playgrounds have logs, and exploring areas, climbing areas... more than just a collection of metal bars
It's a very popular/busy playground destination, so having lots of things that require queueing might be
problematic.
Do not want basketball and netball goal shooting area as it will bring undesirable youth to the area and
increase crime rates.
If the playground is replaced have areas where smaller children can easily play without getting bowled over by
big kids. Flying foxes are very popular. More swings. The curly open slide is a crowd favourite please keep or
have something similar.
Please do not add basketball or netball goal shooting area. This belong to proper sporting grounds
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no, but a basketball area may be great or a small skate park but not both possibly near playgound or maybe
near shopping centre end
More swings would be good
Water play area
Make sure it safe for all children
A water park like in hyde park would be lovely
In ground trampolines More swings
I'd also like to see water play incorporated into the play ground.
If you are going to put in a basketball ring, it must be done right. It must be exactly 10 feet from the finished
surface and have sufficient hard surface to allow for 3pt shooting otherwise it is basically useless
Basketball practice for the teens is a great idea
More swings. You can never have too many swings. climbing, swinging ropes, integrated landscaping, water
play, pumps and dam building.
In-ground trampolines would be a welcome addition and possibly a sit-on flying fox if space and budget was
available. Fencing around the playground for safety and to keep dogs out should definitely be a consideration.
Monkey bars and climbing frames are always popular with older children.
Something for 8 to 13 year olds would be great, big climbing frame, basketball shooting area.
Adding basketball or netball facilities so that the older kids have something to do. Maybe even some footy
posts to kick through.
Multi sport area for upper primary to lower teens to use. Similar to what is at Beecroft park in City Beach or at
Lake Monger. Doesn't have to be fancy.
Children love swings.
Also great to remove sand and have a soft base. Remove all playground please and include newer, modern
play equipment inc an area for basket/netball
A bit bigger playground would be good. More equipment for older children such as rope climbing, upgraded
flying fox, monkey bars of different heights, in ground trampolines. Climbing, balancing. Current playground
has only monkey bars for older kids. Younger children would love water features.
Include: lots of shade, cool ground surfacing for bare feet, open-ended play equipment,
Better range of equipment for varying ages, no sand, mix of nature and traditional play equipment
Also, multiple swings would be great!
I would also love to see a foam surface instead of sand.
Could have a flying a fox and some larger structures for a wider range of ages. Separate play areas for smaller
kids and then a bigger area for the older children. Would definitely be good to have a netball court with hoops
and even a basketball court with hoops. More options for kids to gather outside and play.
Something for older kids, like a ninja warrior/parkour area, plus sporting facilities like a basketball hoop, tennis
wall & soccer goal.
A flying fox is always a great attraction in new playgrounds
A place for older kids to play basketball would also be good.
More swings.
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Some unground trampolines and a flying fox with a seat would be a welcome addition - like the playground
near the Canfield.
Zipline?
Less or no sand. Or new clean sand. The ramp access it has is great. The large number of slides is great.
Educational play areas Different height slides and swings with safety latches The stairs are very steep at the
moment.
Support Infrastructure
more seats for parents
More benches around it.

3
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Greatly enlarge, fenced around, paths internal , plants in th3 borders drink8ng fountain, lighting
Seating around the playground- either concrete benches and or small individual huts with tables and bench
seating.
I think the playground is adequate perhaps more seating facing the equipment for parents to be able to watch
their children comfortably
A better undercover area for winter.
The gazebo in the middle is useful but maybe there could be another one? Would you also consider a
PowerPoint in the gazebo that you could seek a key for if you wanted to hold a birthday party? Just an idea.
Renovate main pavilion or brighten it up as it is so dark and cold very in inviting.
Improve toilet block facilities- make lighter and brighter.
Also the toilet block is pretty grubby -- new toilets with good lighting for evening, and a baby change area
would be great. A new water fountain that doesn't squeal and pierce everyone's ears within a 100m radius
when it's used.
Playground Fencing
Fence would be good as lots of young children run to the water.
It would also be an advantage for parents if the could be fencing. There is open water and a busy road nearby.
My child was always the one that ran toward the danger. It only takes a moment for a small child to get into a
dangerous situation, and fenced playgrounds were saved my sanity. Please consider this for their parents as
they'll be more likely to use your facilities.
It would also be great if it were gated, so children couldn't run off unexpectedly, especially with the lake
nearby and many dogs wandering around.
I would also like to see it fenced so that is safe from the risk of little ones running on the road or parking areas
or into the lake and to keep out animals. It is far more relaxing for parents to know their children are in safe
place - a very good example is the all abilities playground near Tawarri on the river built by the Nedlands City
Council.
please do not fence it.
FENCE! So dangerous near the water and road.
A fenced playground would be ideal as it is difficult keeping multiple kids contained and away from water and
busy road.
It needs to be fenced. My child has run to the lake multiple times chasing birds. The park is so huge it could
have a huge fence and still be great.

6
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Something suitable for kids of all ages and a fenced area around it would prevent little ones from heading
towards the pond unnoticed.
Shade
Increase shade
Shade is also a must! Shade sails, not just trees, in the height of summer. Especially over slides and swings
please. No one likes a burnt bum.
Must have adequate shade provided to avoid slides, metal flooring becoming too hot for children.
More shaded areas during summer, better protection from swooping magpies in spring!!
Continue to have shade cloths for summer months.
The shade sails are great.
Theme/Style
Would be nice to see a more nature based playground.
It would be great to see a nature based playground similar to what's at Lake Monger.
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Nature based playground incorporating elements welcoming to all abilities of children would be great to see.
(e.g. play for children who are hearing/sight impaired on in a wheelchair.) Additional spots for
parents/carers/grandparents to sit and watch their children play - also great. Incorporating elements to play &
educate about Aboriginal seasons or anything local Elders & families would like to see - would also be great.
There's a lovely small playground in Dunsborough that incorporates nature based elements referencing local
Aboriginal season references. Also - bubbly water play elements possible somewhere? Another couple of
water fountains & picnic tables adjacent to the playground?
It is a great playground but some nature play aspects would be great and some water play.
Water park for kids.
Water play area, and make it more natural play area.
Move away from the plastic and metal. see comments in Q22. Limestone walls with large timbers etc.
Something more attractive?
Would be great to modernise and build some interesting features like Scarborough beachfront with whale and
pirate theme. Perhaps a bouncy pillow ?
With the space available, an 'adventure' park would be a great addition for older kids.
Make. Sure it's fun for children rather than make it look good.
Involve children and parents in the planning. Be creative but ensure the space is useful.
A nature play area would be great either in addition to or incorporating the traditional swings and monkey
bars.
Nature play but still view to the lake so you can make sure no kids near the water
Something more nature playground - no water play please.
It'd be nice to do something like Wellington Park in East Perth: a bit more modern and less plastic, more colour
and more nature play. Maybe a water play area?
Imagination zone slightly away from main playground. Call it a break out zone for kids who may prefer quieter
play. Include insect hotels or fairy houses. May require some additional planting to create a wooded area for
this zone.
It would be nice to have a wooded, natural look
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I'd like to see timber play elements, and nature play items to match into the landscape. I'd like to see some
some adventure items for the older kids, like a flying fox, a high slide and high structure, and a climbing wall.
The site has some lovely large trees, and it would be great to encourage the kids to get high amongst the
trees.
Nature play (scalable challenge) is good.
Maybe an update, but nothing that is too over the top. Just a simple nature play that fits in the existing
footprint. Not an amusement park!
should consider a nature playground. more regular cleaning of sand is needed.
Yes make it smaller and more natural looking.
Less sand if focussed on similar play equipment; more natural if heading towards nature play
Something on a theme - eg pirate ship, plane, train ...
Time to modernise this has space has such great potential would be great to modernise with a nature playspace to fit in with lake setting for both small and big kids and with an attractive playground equipment to suit
small and larger kids from swings to a flying fox, or wooden bridge with a bird look out with appropriate shade
and place for parents to play with their kids even a flying fox but with nature in mind let's get this right city of
Stirling and set the bench mark with facilities to still ride walk etc There are plenty of other facilitators in
area at schools for netball and basketball so not required x
a natural look play area would be great. Something similar to what has been done at Lake Monger recently
would be wonderful. A natural material playground would be fit in well with the lake and wildlife in the area
Please built something similar to Jo Whitter All Abilities Play Space in Nedlands
some creativity, equipment that is challenging to children, things that parents can do with their children,
encouraging creativity, excercise and imagination.
I would like to see it made of natural materials and be more 'nature based' encouraging imaginative play.
Please make it look much nicer for example the new play ground being installed at Lake Monger the design
must incorporate access for all children and cater for children with disabilities such as a wheel chair swing
An adventure play space similar to the new playground at Lake Monger with lots of climbing activities would
be amazing! My kids love that kind of adventure play. It would also be great to build a playground that blends
with the natural environment, made out of natural materials etc.
Something suitable for ALL ages and abilities. We often frequent Braithwaite, Jo Weatley and Hyde Park as
they are more engaging for all children and have equipment of all levels and abilities. There are many parks in
Perth that are far superior. In summer it would be lovely to have a self activated water park similar to that in
Hyde Park - City of Vincent. There are very few of these in Perth, it would be a big asset to Jackadder. More
nature play incorporated, as well as some riding/scootering facilities for children (MacDonald Park in Padbury has a excellent bike and scooter path that keeps the bikes and scooters off the main pedestrian path), with
small traffic lights, turns, directions a "fuel station" and "shop" to encourage imaginative play. The current
playground is good but it doesn't inspire much imagination.
Please consult with Victoria park around they had in lathlain park when they added basketball courts
It would be wonderful to have a Naturescape type park for children, catering for the toddler to upper primary
age children
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more adventurous- interesting
Nature playground would be lovely and a parkour course would also be great
I think the addition of a nature play area would be great also a mini skate/scooter area for small children
between 3/4 - 10. This will really help reduce traffic at Scarborough and Perry lakes as it's younger family
focussed and supports smaller children with the playground/BBQ facilities etc
Great opportunity to introduce some adventure and nature play for range of age groups. Please keep the
shade.
I think the natural aspect of the lake is the main draw card
Encompass nature play. Cater for different aspects of play- sensory, creative, imaginative, active and social.
Traditional updated playground similar in concept to current that caters for all ages. Could be expanded to
cater for more kids and have lower aged kids equipment in the same area but slightly seperated as they get
bowled over big bigger kids at peak times. There could be an additional nature playground elsewhere around
the lake.
I would love to see it re created to some extent, not just a typical nature playground that's popping up
everywhere, keep it classic and just as big/fun :) I remember growing up on that playground my entire
childhood and knowing my kids could enjoy a very similar one going forward is what life's all about!! :)
less metal, more free play based
More nature based playground for the young kids or even a Ninja style playground for the older kids.
Nature Play, similar to Lake Monger new playground maybe, but with trees around it.
Would love to see a new and improvement playground with nature play elements
Wooded Nature play area needed to encourage imaginative play, problem solving and resilience. Mud kitchen,
water play, multi age adventure play
Nature based play as with other playground upgrades would be good. Water play option.
Perth has had some epic playgrounds installed recently (like Wellington Square (Moort-ak Waadiny))
something smaller scale but in a similar vein would be amazing for the kids.
As a mum with older kids who just want to run and play in the bushes on the SE corner, coz the playground is
'too babyish' - I'd love to see a nature play set up - climbing, building teepees etc.
A nature play which integrates more readily with the landscape, with a more dispersed layout to maximise the
number of children who can play at once would be ideal. See Kapinara primary school for a good example.
Nature playground like the school be in Minim reserve, Mosman Park
Other
Don't make it bigger.
Playground renewal- Not needed
The grass outside the playground is in poor condition
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I think the actual park is beautiful and really connects with nature - so I wouldn't suggest many changes - it's
such a beautiful location and the council does an excellent job of maintaining it. Thank you.
Also it'd be nice to have a coffee van there occasionally, rather than having to walk across to the shops, which
is a long way on foot when you have a tired/hot/hungry baby or a dog in tow!
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Rehabilitate the areas around the lake so there are more reeds. Make it compulsory for dogs to be on leads.
Set footpaths back from the lake where possible so wildlife don't have bikes, scooters, dogs and children
running circles around them. That way people can also choose to quietly enjoy the environment closer to the
lake by walking or sitting on the grass rather than having dogs and children everywhere. Have new
recreational courts/ equipment across the road closer to the shops where the old childcare used to be. It's a
shame that land is not currently used. It'd be great to have that as an outdoor recreational/ fitness area, that
way both the recreational and conservation purposes of the lake can simultaneously be achieved (but
separately, it doesn't work together). Addition of a pedestrian crossing joining this grassed area to the lake
would also help children and elderly people cross to and from the lake (and shops), and it would slow down
through traffic which speed past the lake and are dangerous for both pedestrians and wildlife.
2. Could the drainage into the lake or the exit drainage from, be checked that it is sufficient to sustain the
water level throughout summer
I would like to see a bodyweight fitness station instead of new playground.
don't wish to encourage non locals
More Lights at night time as a safety measure
More lights or even Feston around would be great.
If the current ones are within Australian standards, any changes should be part of routine maintenance.
The playground is already very full. Making any increase in size would encourage more visitors and I feel it is
at capacity
Construct the new playground in the existing location
We take our grand daughter to the existing park and do not see any need for any change. We would rather see
the funds put towards maintaining the excellent playground that is there.
The playgrounds need to be improve, include more options, paint it and do the maintenance
As a rate payer it is hard to see why a new playground is justified. Is the old one past metal fatigue use-by
limits, or something else serious that a coat of paint can't fix?
Suggest keep playgrounds in the same area - leave the northern and western sides of the lake for more passive
activities.
Would also be nice given the size of the reserve if there was 2 on opposite sides. Would like to see the
exercise equipment incorporated with the playground.
Maybe have another playground at the other end of the lake if demand exists.
Suggest play/picnic areas on opposite sites of the lake
Perhaps an additional playground down the west end
Build on the larger area on the west side
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